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CHAPTER I

I N T R O D U C T I O N A N D SCOPE OF THE STUDY
Traditionally, the physical sciences because of their earlier development have
beenusedtoprovidethetheoreticalbackground for thedifferent unit operations.
In general, it can be said that the solid state of matter was and still is more
difficult to subject to scientific investigation than the fluid state. Industrial processes, which by their very nature have to deal with physical phenomena, are
by far better described scientifically in the case of fluids than in the case of
solids. ROSE (1960), in a recent article, concluded that the present knowledge
about such apparently simple solid properties as roughness, stickiness and
electrical properties all of which affect the technical behaviour of particulate
materials is far from satisfactory. In spite of these facts, the processing of
materials in the solid state is of very wide occurrence in industry. Due to the
lack of systematic knowledge, many industrial solids processing methods
necessarily had to follow an empirical path in their development.
Solids-solids mixing is a notable example of a widely used unit operation in
industry which was developed as an empirical art without fundamental theory.
Processes developed purely along empirical lines generally are not optimal in
performance and may result in appreciable losses of power and material. Because of its importance to industry, batch solids mixing has received greater
attentionfromdifferent workersduringthelastseveraldecadesandattemptshave
been and stillarebeingmade toestablish a scientific foundation for thisprocess.
Up till now, developments in the theory of solids mixing have been limited
mainly to the field of batch mixing. Pioneering work in this field seems to have
been started by OYAMA in 1933 [see WEIDENBAUM (1958)].Among other things,
OYAMA studied and defined the state of motion of granular material in a
horizontal rotating cylinder and successfully used a photographic method for
following the course of a mixing operation.
In his earlier studies, OYAMA definitely approached the mixing process from
the point of view of the dynamics of particles in a mixer. He [OYAMA (1940)]
considered mixing as "the operation causing mutual movement of particles of
matter for the purpose of bringing them to the state of complete mixing".
Citing the work of KIELLEFER (1923), OYAMA in the same article stated "the
motions by which this operation will be accomplished in practice may be
roughly classified into eight groups: free rotational motion, impeded motion,
tumbler motion, shaking motion, ball mill motion, straight line motion, and
random motion". The earlier work of OYAMA dealt with several types of the
motions mentioned.
Real progress in batch solids mixing theory only took place after LACEY
(1943) described the mixing process in terms of a simple statistical model.
According to this model, which willbe described in greater detail later, the end
result of a mixing operation is not a systematic distribution, but it should be
a random distribution of particles which can be analysed by statistical methods.
In practice solids are frequently mixed in relatively small batches and there
is no doubt that the greater attention which batch mixing received from the
different investigators can be attributed to this fact. On the other hand, especially in the Food and Agricultural Industries, it is often necessary to process
very large volumes of solids.
2
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There is probably an upper limit to the size at which batch mixers can be
built and still at the same time function economically and in an efficient way.
For mixing large batches of solids circulating systems or large tumbling barrels
have been used [VALENTINE and MACLEAN (1950)]. Circulating systems represent a mechanical quartering method and therefore are slow. Large tumbling
barrels give incomplete mixing unless excessive time is consumed because they
do not produce good end- to end flow of material, even when provided with
internal baffles.
Another arrangement frequently encountered for mixing large batches of
solids in industry, is to use several batch mixers interchangeably. While one
mixer is emptying its charge, a second is mixing and a third is being filled, so
that a continuous outflow of product ismaintained. Itisobvious,however, that
such a system, which works rather wellin practice, does not represent the most
economical method of mixing large quantities of solids.
Continuous mixing raises no limitations as to the quantity of solids to be
processed. Also when forming an intermediate operation in a manufacturing
process, as isusually the case, continuous mixing would not require large intermediate storages as would be the case when batch mixing is applied. Furthermore, it is more economical to maintain process equipment in continuous and
steady operation, with a minimum of disturbances and shutdowns. Such
advantages together with the fact that feed regulation can now be easily performed electronically will undoubtedly encourage a shift to take place from
batch to continuous operation. That this is actually happening at the present
becomes evident from the fact that several manufacturers are trying to adapt
their batch mixers to continuous operation by joining several of these mixers
in series and allowing the feed to enter continuously from one side and to
leave continuously from the other side of the series of mixers.
During the last decade or so much theoretical work has been devoted to
continuous processesingeneral and continuousfluidflowblendersin particular.
Unfortunately, most of the published work cannot be applied to the study of
continuous solids mixing, since the greater part of the available theory is
definitely limited to certain specific problems such as the smoothing-out of
fluctuations in feed streams bycontinuous flow blenders, or the determination
of the efficiency of chemical reactors [e.g. BEAUDRY (1948), DANCKWERTS and
SELLERS (1951), DANCKWERTS (1953b), KLINKENBERG and SJENITZER (1956),
KATZ (1958) and DE BAUN and KATZ (1961)]. Still some of the theoretical
aspects developed in this field of investigation, in particular the concept of
using the holding or residence time distribution for the characterization of
continuousflowequipment, can find application in experimental studies dealing
with continuous solids mixing. The basic ideas involved here will be reviewed
at another place.
At this point it is only necessary to draw attention to the fact that continuous
solids mixing in its true sense has, as far as we know, not as yet been investigated. The reason for this may be that such investigations are extremely
difficult and laborious.
The present study was undertaken as a start in this direction. Our study is
limited to particulate solid materials which can be called coarse grained.
Mixing fine powders and also the mixing of two or more materials with
different physical properties have not been studied. Two continuous mixers
employing different mixing mechanisms have been used. The first is a pilot
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool, Wageningen 63(4), 1-73(1963)
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plant model of an industrial continuous solids mixer manufactured by the
SPAANS MACHINE FABRIEK, Hoofddorp, Holland, and the second is a purely
experimental mixer of a rotary type, designed and constructed at the LABORATORY OF AGRICULTURAL TECHNOLOGY in Wageningen.
In chapter 2 the basic principles of the theories of batch solids mixing and
continuous-flow systems which bear some relation to the present investigation
willbe briefly reviewed, for the purpose of clarifying the reasons for the choice
ofmethods and procedures used in this study. Inchapters 3and4wediscuss the
investigations carried out on the two mixers, and in chapter 5we conclude with
a general discussion.

CHAPTER 2

T H E O R E T I C A L ASPECTS OF M I X I N G OF SOLIDS
In this chapter we will give a general description of the mixing of solids and
discussvarioustheoretical aspectsoftheprocesswiththeaimtolaya foundation
for the experiments to be described in the following chapters and for the treatment of the results thereof. At the same time wewillreview themost important
and relevant literature. As will be seen below by far the most publications deal
with batch mixing; however the theory of this process can also be applied, at
least partly, to continuous mixing. Successively the mechanism of the process,
the possibilities of defining and determining a degree of mixing, the phenomenon of segregation and the rate of mixing will be discussed; finally some
specific problems occurring with continuous mixing, as the distribution of
residence times, will be dealt with briefly.
Solids mixing theory deals with the qualitative and quantitative description
of the processes taking place in a mixer and the end result of these processes.
Although a mixer of solids is a relatively simple machine and the mixing of
solids itself is an apparently simple operation, yet the processes taking place
in a mixer are so complex that it is very difficult to treat them analytically.
LACEY (1954) described the mixing mechanisms in terms of the processes of
convection, diffusion and shear. According to him, (i) convective mixing refers
to the transfer of groups of adjacent particles from one location in the mass to
another, (ii) diffusive mixing is the distribution of particles over a freshly
developed surface, and (HI)shear mixing takes place when slipping planes
within the mass occur. By far, the diffusion analogy has been the most used in
solidsmixing theory.
It must be realized, however, that because of the complexity of the process
any hypothesis which attempts to describe it can only be considered as a very
rough approximation to the actual facts. Certainly no single description can
cover all cases, which are many and varied, although for a certain machine
operating under certain conditions a hypothesis can be in good agreement
with the actual facts.
Leaving the mechanisms of the process out of consideration, an important
aspect of solids mixing theory deals with the quantitative methods of defining
and measuring the degree of mixing. Such methods are required for specifying
mixing tasks and for comparing the effectiveness of mixing processes.
At this point it is necessary to differentiate between two general types of
4
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mixtures. For this purpose it is appropriate to introduce the concept of the
"scale of scrutiny" as proposed by DANCKWERTS (1953a). According to
DANCKWERTS, it is impossible to decide whether a mixture is well or badly
mixed unless the reasons for making it up are known. Any mixture, if scrutinized closely enough, will show regions of segregation, that is the composition
will vary from point to point. The size of the regions of segregation which can
be tolerated willvary from one case to another. DANCKWERTS applied the term
"scale of scrutiny" to the minimum size of the regions of segregation in the
mixture which could cause it to be regarded as imperfectly mixed for a specified
purpose.
The components of any mixture consist of particles which are capable of
relative movement. These particles may be large or small. If the scale of
scrutiny is not large enough to embrace many particles, DANCKWERTS called
the mixture "coarse-grained", but when the scale of scrutiny is great enough
to embrace a very large number of particles of each component, the mixture
was called "fine-grained". These two types of mixtures differ with respect to
the most appropriate methods of investigating them, because the fluctuations
in composition which are obtrusive in coarse-grained mixtures become unimportant in fine-grained mixtures.
The scale of scrutiny or more simply the practical size of a sample to use
under any set of conditions for analysing the quality of a mixture is thus
determined by the later use of the mixture. As far as solids mixing theory is
concerned fine-grained mixtures in the sensejust defined would most probably
be limited to the case of very fine powders and although DANCKWERTS (1952)
has given measures for studying them, such measures require measurements on
point concentrations which are definitely very difficult to perform on solids.
Solids mixing theory is thus mainly directed to coarse-grained mixtures, and
is based on statistical considerations which we shall discuss. HEMELRIJK (1954)
has shown that these statistical methods can also be used for the analysis of
samples containing an unknown large number of particles.
The starting point isthe statistical model describing the mixing process. This
was originally suggested by LACEY (1943), but we shall describe it here in more
general terms. The model is based on the statistical concept of randomness.
Two general cases will be discussed depending on the presence or absence of
factors which act to oppose complete randomisation of the particles. We shall
first deal with the latter case.
In its simplest form the model assumes the absence of segregating effects.
For coarse solid particles this means that in a gravitational field, the particles
to be mixed are indistinguishable as far as gravitational and inertial forces are
concerned. They have the same shapes, sizes and densities and differ only in a
gravitationally neutral property such as colour. For fine powders, roughness,
stickiness and electrical properties are further examples of factors which cafi
give rise to segregation.
On the consequences of the existence of segregation processes and on the
possibility to allow for these phenomena in the mathematical model of the
mixing process we shall come back later.
Under the assumption that segregating effects are absent, the beginning and
the end of a mixing process can be defined by two limiting "arrangements" of
particles. At the start, the particles of the different components are completely
separated but meet at the interface. They are orderly arranged in heaps or
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool, Wageningen 63(4), 1-73(1962)
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layers and in this form represent the first limiting arrangement of particles;
namely, the "completely segregated arrangement". This is a very special
arrangement.
Mixing brings the particles into a state of motion. The created movement
allows the particles to exchange positions. The system moves away from the
very special arrangement to one (any) of the extremely large number of nondistinguishable nonspecial arrangements. These all together are covered by
the name "random arrangement". This latter is now considered to represent
the optimum end result of themixing process.
In any mixing operation a great many different arrangements of particles
will occur between the initial segregated arrangement and the final random
arrangement. They are distinguished by thevariability of some sample property
which has a maximum value for a segregated arrangement and a minimum
value for a random arrangement. In between these two extremes the variability
will be dependent on the time of sampling, since it continuously decreases from
the maximum to the minimal value.
A mixture of two (or more) kinds of particles will be considered as a finite
set of places at each of which one particle is situated. A random mixture is
such that all arrangements of sayp particles of thefirst kind and q of the other
kind havethesameprobability. The chance to find at a givenplace a particle of
the first kind is p/(p + q). This type of distribution iscalled a Binomial probability distribution.
Generally, the distribution of one kind of particles in a mixture is characterized by the known (P) or the experimentally evaluated (x) mean proportion of
the kind of particles considered and by the variance of the proportions found
in an infinite number of samples of a definite size, which variance is more or
less accurately estimated from a higher or lower finite number of samples.
Where the mean composition is a constant, the variance is a function and
thereby a criterion for the degree of mixedness. We shall discuss now the
suitability of the variance of sample compositions as a measure for mixture
quality and state theoretical maximum and minimum values of it.
The variance is estimated in the following way. If xi is taken to represent the
proportion of the component under consideration in the ith sample, then the
experimental variance s2 can have either of the following two forms depending
on whether P or x is used:
N

1. s2 = 2 (xt - P)2/N

with N degrees of freedom.

1= 1

N

2. s2 = 2 (xi - x)2/N - 1

with N - 1degrees of freedom.

/=i

The variance as a measure of mixture quality has its limitations. The main
objection against using the variance as a measure of mixture quality is its dependence on sample size. For simple cases met in practice, where it is only required to conform with certain specifications, the dependence on sample size
can be corrected for by relating the variance to its theoretical minimum value
in the form of a "mixing index". As we shall see later even this correction will
not be sufficient under certain conditions.
Asa theoreticalmaximum valuefor thevariance (<T02), LACEY(1954)proposed
using P •Q where Q = (1- P) on the condition that samples partly covering
6
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the interface canbeneglected. In practice this value will overestimate the true
variance at zero time. Thedeviation between thetwovalues will be greater as
the number of interfaces increases. An experimental value for thevariance at
the start of mixing is therefore preferable to thetheoretical value P • Q.
Concerning the theoretical minimum value ofthe variance, which is denoted
by ar2, several forms have been suggested. LACEY (1943) considered the simple
case when two components are mixed inthe absence offactors which actto oppose complete randomisation. Insuchacasetheminimum valueofthe variance
can simply be represented bythevariance of a Binomial distribution which is
equal to P •Qjn, where n = the number of particles per sample. On the
other hand, BLUMBERG and MARITZ (1953) preferred to express this minimum
value in terms of a transformed distribution of sample proportions. They do
not, however, give proper reasons as to why they introduce the concept of
transformation to mixing theory. They simply state: "The calculations are
simplified if thevariables xi aretransformed to newvariables z<according to
zi = larcsin V**"In statistical science transformations are, however, used to partly satisfy the
assumptions underlying an analysis of variance, namely for normalising the
data andequalising thevariance. When theoriginalvariate x hasa distribution
for which the expectation (mean) is E(x) = m and the variance is Var.
(x) =f(m), and f(m) isnot constant, it is necessary to find a newvariable z,
a function ofx, forwhich the variance will beindependent (ornearly independent) of m, so that the necessary assumptions required for an analysis of
variance are satisfied.
For a Binomial distribution thevariance isa function ofthe mean and thus
the use of transformations for such a distribution becomes relevant. The
appropriate function for the Binomial case is the angular transformation,
arcsin y/x. This transformation has a fairly constant variance equal to 1/4«or
820.7/« depending onwhether theangular value istaken inradians or degrees,
respectively. Since BLUMBERG and MARITZ (1953) used larcsin y/x instead of
arcsin\/x, theminimum theoreticalvalue ofthe variance for this case becomes
1/«, where again « = number ofparticles persample.
Because in practice the particles which are mixed are not usually uniform
in size, the problem of defining a a r 2 for mixtures of multi-sized particles
assumes great practical importance. Such particles are,however, distinguishable in a gravitational field andarethus subject to segregation. Furthermore,
a true random distribution ofthe individual particles ofthe different sizescan
never be achieved, because the smaller particles tend to pack in the voids
existing between the larger ones. In spite of these facts, MANNING (1937),
BUSLIK (1950), STANGE (1954) and HYUN and DECHAZAL (1962) attempted to

define a a r 2forsuch mixtures.
MANNING (1937) tried to apply the variance of a Binomial distribution to
the largest sizeofamulti-sized mixture byexpressing itscontent inthe mixture
on the basisofweight fraction instead ofparticle numbers, but without success.
STANGE (1954) derived a formula on the basis that particles of different sizes
can still berandomly distributed inthemixture. Because of the reasons given
above, thevalidity of this assumption becomes very doubtful and accordingly
it is difficult to draw anyconclusions concerning the conditions under which
his formula will hold in practice.
BUSLIK (1950) modified MANNING'S method by considering each size comMeded. Landbouwhogeschool, Wageningen 63(4), 1-73(1963)
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ponent asbeing binomially distributed throughout thevolume of the mixture.
His formula, however, only gave good results forthelarge size ofparticlesbut
was in poor agreement for the smaller sizes. HYUN and DE CHAZAL (1962)
attributed the failure of BUSLIK'S formula to the existence of gaps between
large particles, which BUSLIK'S model does not take into consideration. According tothem, these gaps canonly befilledbysmall particles andatthe same
time a certain amount of thevolume of themixture becomes unavailable for
the medium size particles. They refer to thelatter asthe "excluded volume".
Basing upon this model they developed expressions for ar2 for large, medium
and small particles, and state that although their method maybe extended to
any number of particle sizes, itscomplexity increases so rapidly asto make it
unwieldy.
HYUN and DE CHAZAL reported theresults of three trials to show that their
correlation gave better agreement with the experimental results than that of
BUSLIK. They rightly indicate, however, that the agreement is not exact and
attribute the discrepancy between the theoretical and experimental values to
the limited number of the samples used in their trials. It is clear therefore
that more experiments arerequired inorder totest therange ofapplicabilityof
their proposed equations.
The variance of sample composition isa measure ofmixture quality onlyin
its comparison with its theoretical minimum and maximum values. Several
definitions ofa mixing index, i.e.a measure ofthe state ofmixedness, based on
the comparison ofexperimental with theoretical variances have been proposed
and some of them will bediscussed here.
According to HERDAN (1960) the comparison of an observed standard
deviation with the theoretical value was first introduced byLEXIS(1877)for the
purpose ofascertaining whether auniverse from which samples hadbeen taken
was homogeneous, orwhether theprobability ofthe event in question differed
significantly from place to place, or from time to time. In industry thetest of
the hypothesis that thepopulation variance isequal toa given value, isextensively used asa method ofquality control. Irrespective ofthese facts andasfar
as mixing theory is concerned theconcept wasnot seriously considered until
LACEY suggested it again in 1943.

There areseveral possible ways ofmaking thecomparison. IfM istaken to
indicate a mixing index, then M = ar/s was one of the simple relations first
suggested by LACEY (1943). Other simple forms of M have been used by
MICHAELS and PUZINAUSKAS (1954), SMITH (1955) and SAKAINO (1956).
KRAMERS in a private communication to LACEY (1954) suggested using
M = (<T0- s)/(a0 - Gr). Because the variance, unlike the standard deviation
has additive properties, LACEY (1954) replaced the standard deviation bythe
variance and further developed theexpression to:
l-Af = (j»-^/(o«0-o^

The sampling properties of this index have been discussed by LACEY (1954).
For diffusive mixing, theindex isindependant ofsample size,butfor convective
mixing which involves the transfer of groups of adjacent particles from one
location inthemass toanother, M will depend very greatly onsample size.
From thestatistical point ofviewa test forcompleteness ofmixing is usually
based onformulating thenull hypothesis that a setofsample means areequal.
This hypothesis is then simply tested against the alternative hypothesis that
8
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these sample means arenotequal. When sampling from a Binomial population
the statistic to use for testing the null hypothesis that N population means
are equal isactually theChiSquare (x2), which like thevariance canhaveone
of the twofollowing forms:

n S (xi-P)2
* N=

n 2 {xi-xf

P ^

°

PQ

r

ft-l

=

"-"-'

x(l-x)

Here n = number of particles per sample. This is assumed to be constant,
but when this is not the case, either an average value canbe taken or each
squared deviation is first multiplied bythe number of particles of the sample
before thesummation iscarriedout.
If the ChiSquare isdivided bythenumber ofdegrees offreedom (d.f.) then
we actually arecomparing variances. Itcanthen beeasily seen that M = or/s
isequal to (d././y?)*. On the other hand BLUMBERG and MARITZ (1953) preferred
to use x2 itself as a measure ofthe state ofmixedness after thedata wastransformed to larcsin y/x.
In principle thestatistical hypothesis that Npopulation means areequal,can
be tested by an analysis of variance or by means of the Chi Square test as
described above.
In mixing studies the latter method would beused by preference, sincethe
problem involvesasimpledesignofcompleterandomisation andnot a complex
experimental design in which case the analysis of variance would have tobe
used. Nowthe only statistical assumption underlying aChi Square test isthat
the samples arerandom [Li(1961)].There areno assumptions regarding thevariances as is the case with an analysisofvarianceand accordinglytheusageof
transformations ina ChiSquare test seems unwarranted. According to LACEY
(1954),however,theangulartransformation rendersamixing index independent
ofP, although still thecorrection isconsidered tobeoftheoretical importance
only.On theother hand, HEMELRIJK (1954) stated that BLUMBERG and MARITZ
only complicate things by needlessly applying theangular transformation.
The Binomial distribution isadichotomous distribution and strictly speaking
can onlybeapplied totwo component systems.Itsapplication can beextended
to thecase ofmulticomponent systems byconsidering oneof thematerials to
be mixed as onecomponent andall other materials as a second component.
Specific statistical methods are, however, also available for the analysis of
multinomial distributions and were introduced tomixing theory by HEMELRIJK
(1954) and GAYLE, LACEY and GARY (1958). The statistic to use in testing the

hypothesis that TV samples aredrawn from the same r-categoried multinomial
population isagain (x2)butinthefollowing form:
*

E

Where O is an observed frequency and E the hypothetical frequency. For
large samples, this statistic follows the Chi Square distribution with (A^— 1)
( r - 1) degrees of freedom. As a mixing index GAYLE and coworkers (1958)
suggested:
T..

/.o

Lr
Ï
Y 2_ v 2
AS
/.r

M = —-z
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where X02 = observed Chi Square for any mixture
Xr2 = expected Chi Square for a random mixture
Xs2 = expected Chi Square for a segregated mixture.
In a more recent article GAYLE and GARY (1960) suggested using an experimental value for Xs2HEMELRIJK (1954) drew attention to the fact that the best sampling plan to
be adopted depends on the alternative hypothesis against which one wishes
to test the hypothesis of random mixing. The place of sampling, testing for
the presence of special trends in themixture or testing for thepresence of lumps
(clotting or clustering) are all examples of alternative hypotheses against which
the hypothesis of random mixing can be tested.
This was actually done by SHINAR and NAOR (1961). They suggested two
major alternatives to thenullhypothesis formulated for testingthe completeness
of mixing;namely:
A - Existence of a large scale gradient of concentration.
B- Appearance of local clusters which may be distributed at random.
According to them the classical Chi Square test for completeness of mixing
would only apply to case A, since the existence of a gradient is associated with
an increase in variance which may be calculated. In case B, the presence of
clusters would not only render the variance dependent on sample size but the
increase in variance would be comparatively small and hard to detect by the
Chi Square test. They further argue that although the Chi Square test would be
sufficient for many practical investigations, there are some processes which
require a maximum degree of randomness and it is therefore necessary to have
a test sensitive for the detection of clusters.
Accordingly they developed a test which is based on the shortest distance
between particles. They reason that the shortest distance between particles is
suitable for the purpose of the test because when clustering occurs the particles
would be lesswidely spaced in some regions and moreover the shortest distance
between particles is a measurable variable with the desirable property of being
independent of sample size and form. The test involves transforming the
distribution of TVindependent squared shortest distances into a x 2 - distribution
with 2N degrees of freedom according to

Xliv= 2 TC(X 2 r(*
where r? = the ith squared shortest distance between two particles.
{JL = the number of particles of component under consideration per unit of
tested area.
re = numerical constant.
N

The hypothesis ofrandomness isrejected for values of 27t[xS r? smaller than
the Chi Square value with 27V degrees of freedom at the chosen probability
level of significance.
For practical application, the authors draw attention to several drawbacks of
themethod. Apart from the considerable amount of work required for measuring and calculating the data, it is limited to those cases where one of the
ingredients is present in quantities less thanfivepercent and where the particles
are uniform in size and are distinguishable by some optical method.
10
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If thematerials tobemixed differ widelyinphysical properties,a "segregation
process" might counteract the "mixing process". Apparently an equilibrium
state of incomplete randomness of component distribution is arrived at, if the
ratesof thetwo processesareequalbut in opposite directions. DOORNBOS (1956)
gavea statistical testagainst gravitational segregation (i.e. a trend inthe amount
of one component in a vertical direction) which is based on the coefficient of
rank correlation of SPEARMAN.
Segregation phenomena can make all the difference between the success or
failure of a mixing operation; but in spite of such importance they have not
received much attention in mixing theory until recently. For coarse loose dry
materials, an attempt has been made by WILLEMSE (1961) to characterize the
intensity of segregation by means of a dimensionless grouping in the form of a
Peclet number. Also ROSE (1959) and WEYDANZ (1960) have developed rate
equations for the simultaneous occurrence of the two opposing processes of
mixing and segregation.
Solids mixing rate theory has been dealt with by several workers, as examples
the work of BROTHMANetal(1945), COULSONand MAITRA (1950), LACEY (1954)
WEIDENBAUM and BONILLA (1955), OYAMA and AYAKI (1956), ROSE (1959)
and WEYDANZ (1960) can be cited.
The initial approaches to the problem did not take into consideration the
process of demixing and usually involved some hypothesis which lead to a
differential equation of the following form:
a\
k{y- v eg ).
dt
where v = some measure of mixture quality
•jeq — the equilibrium value of the measure of mixture quality
t
= time of mixing
and k = a constant
Such a simple differential equation has been integrated to give equations of
the type:
M = 1 - e~kt
in which M represents some form of mixing index, / is the time of mixing and
k istaken to represent the rate constant of the process and thus to be dependent
on the physical characteristics of the material being mixed as well as on the
geometry of the mixing machine.
Basing on a diffusion analogy, LACEY (1954) applied FiCK'slaw of diffusion
to the horizontal mixing taking place in a horizontal rotary cylinder, and represented the mixing rate by a diffusion coefficient. His derivation is thus not
applicable to themore practical case of radial mixing. This isusually considered
to be very fast in batch mixers.
ROSE (1959) however proposed representing the process by a differential
equation which was formulated on the basis that a "mixing potential" and a
"demixing potential" are operative.
According to him the rate of mixing can be represented by:

£-„(,-«,
and that of demixing by:
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool, Wageningen 63(4), 1-73(1963)
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^ = B0
dt
so that the differential equation of the whole process becomes:

~ =
dt

v

A(l-M)-B0

Here, M = S)G0 = a mixing index, t = time, 0 = a variable dependent
upon the distribution of the components in the mixer, A = a constant dependent upon the geometrical and physical properties of the mixer and the materials, upon which the rate of mixing depends and B = a constant dependent
on the physical properties of the materials mixed.
Becausethe "demixing potential" can be either positive or negative, depending upon the distribution of the components in the system, the solution of the
proposed differential equation resulted in the following two equations:
0 + ve
M = 1 - [(1- BjA) e-Atn + B/Af
0 - ve

M = 1 - [BIA- (1 + B/A)e-A<'2]2

ROSE further states that although these two equations explain the behaviour
of the material in a mixerwithfair precisiontheyarenot completely satisfactory
for application to the whole process, because although the first equation leads
to a maximum value of M = 1, test results upon real mixers suggest that no
real machine leads to a perfect mixture. Accordingly he found it necessary to
introduce an "intrinsic efficiency" of the mixer, r\, into the equations; this
"intrinsic efficiency" being a measure of the perfection of the machine as a
mixing device and independent of the nature of the charge of the mixer. Thus
the final forms of the equations become:

M = 7] {1 - [(1- BIA)e-^l2

B/A)Y}

+

Atl2 2

or M = 7] {1- [B/A - (1 + BIA)e-

]}

Another notable effort to extend the initial simple differential equation to
cover more complex cases was made by WEYDANZ (1960) who considered the
simultaneous occurrence of mixing and unmixing movements. According to
him the processes in a mixer are so complex that it is impossible to represent
them exactly in detail in a manageable mathematical form. It is necessary to
find a simplified model, that can be easily described mathematically and notwithstanding its deviation from reality gives a useful agreement between theory
and experiment.
He defines the mixing movements as the exchange of places between volume
elements with high concentrations with others with low concentrations so that
the concentration differences are smoothed out. On the other hand demixing is
considered to occur when the particles of one component obey other laws in
their movements than theparticles of the other components sothat there results
a preference for the introduction of these particles to certain places. In any
machine the mixing and unmixing movements should be separately treated
depending on whether a vertical or a horizontal direction is considered. In a
vertical direction there is a mixing movement with an unmixing movement
12
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superimposed on it. On the other hand in a horizontal direction no unmixing
and only a mixing process is operative.
By considering the volume to be divided into four parts, namely upper and
lower, and right and left, WEYDANZ represented the processes of mixing and
unmixing by a set of differential equations representing the exchange of volume
elements between the postulated parts. The solutions of these equations were
then related to the standard deviation by assuming that if sampling were
uniformly performed throughout the mixture, then the number of samples
with a certain concentration of a certain component is proportional to the
relative volume of that component in the mixture. In this way he arrived at the
following relation which represents the overall processes of mixing and unmixing taking place simultaneously in the vertical and horizontal directions:

z = |/ e - 2 ^.a-,)

+

(^)2.(1_e-4W)2

<j

==

a

= Ve-*A< + GçJ (1 -e-BAtf

a = mixing index which is referred to as a reduced standard deviation
CTcv, = limitingvalue of aat t = ooand is equal to s^js0
y = volume fraction of component considered, in whole mixture
s = overall standard deviation for the mixing and unmixing processes
s0 = limiting value of s at t = O and is equal to Vy • (1- y)
Sç^, = limitingvalue of s at t = ooand is equal to 0.5 c/b
a = a constant representing the mixing intensity in the horizontal direction.
b = a constant representing the mixing intensity in the vertical direction
c = a constant representing the unmixing intensity in the vertical direction
t = time of mixing
A = ajs02
B =
A-s^.bla
Although thesetwo equations can bemade to fit theexperimental results very
well and are actually a tremendous improvement to the earlier equations
developed for this purpose, they are still subject to several objections. In the
first place a close fit does not necessarily mean that the theory applies because
of the large number of constants used. Furthermore some of these constants
are either very difficult to determine like the B in WEYDANZ'S equation or they
do not find a place in the theory like ROSE'S intrinsic efficiency. The most important objection is, however, that their mixing indexes are dependent on
sample size. Since the equations have been developed for the case where
segregation takes place, a minimum value for the variance could not be defined
theoretically. Accordingly its maximum valueCT02(in our notation) was used
and this unlike o r 2 cannot correct for sample size. Their usefulness for comparative purposes would thus be limited to the same materials sampled in the
same way.
Now coming to a discussion of continuous mixing first of all wemust realize
that there are some striking differences between this process and batch mixing.
Therefore the method of studying continuous mixing must be different from
an investigation of the batch process.
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool, Wageningen 63(4), 1-73(1963)
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With continuous mixing wedeal with a steady-state process, that istosay
the degree ofmixing ata certain point inthemixer does notchange with time.
However it must be taken into account that it maycost considerable time to
arrive at such a steady-state, which makes theexperiments themore difficult.
Furthermore the process is influenced by the constancy of the feed streams;
variations inthese streams effect the process throughout themixer. This phenomenon causes some difficulties with experimental studiestoo.
In any continuous mixer one can expect that besides transverse mixing a
certain amount of longitudinal mixing takes place. The combined effect of
these two processes can be studied by measuring the degree of mixing as a
function of the length of the apparatus. The degree of longitudinal mixing
taking place canbeobserved from theresidence times distribution.
Up till nowtheprocess hasbeen dealt with ina theoretical manner. Asfar
as we know there arenopublished studies onexperimental work, either on the
degree ofmixing asa function ofthe length, norofthe residence time distributions. These aretherefore themain objects ofour study.
There is still another specific problem with continuous mixing that makes
suchaninvestigation difficult. The content of a continuous mixer is relatively
small, and of our experimental mixers very small; therefore one must use
special sampling techniques and methods of treating the results. Such techniques andmethods hadtobe developed.
Now we shall briefly review the literature on the theoretical aspects of
continuous mixing.
When a material is allowed to flow continuously through a piece of processing equipment, therelative times taken bythe different elements ofmaterial
to pass through theprocessing vessel is rarely found to be constant. Some of
the elements may remain inthe vessel forextremely short periods oftime or on
the other hand theperiod of retention canbecome extremely long. Since such
variabilityinholdingorresidencetimesdefinitely affects thetechnical behaviour
of continuous processing equipment, knowledge about this variability isalways
of value for the purpose of design and analysis of the performance of such
equipment.
The generally adopted procedure for acquiring such knowledge involves
investigating the reaction of the system under consideration when either one
of its input streams suffers a momentary disturbance, or when a property of
the inflowing material undergoes a sudden change from one steady value to
another; asforinstance when thecolour changes from redtoblue.Inthelatter
case, if the fraction ofblue F(t)intheoutflow isdetermined at different times
/, then a plot of F(t)against t will result in some form of curve whose shape
depends ontherelative times taken bythevarious portions of the material to
flow through thevessel. Such curves arereferred toasresidence time distribution curves.
The use of the residence time distribution for the characterization of continuous flow systems was introduced in its general form by DANCKWERTS
(1953b). Further fields of application have been recently pointed out by D E
BAUN and KATZ (1961) to be: in analysing the behaviour of reactor systems,

ininvestigations ofthe strictly transient behaviour ofmixing system,inworking
out the behaviour of various systems from the kinetic point of view andin
the solution of design problems whichinvolvethe smoothing characteristics of
mixing tanks. Inasfarasthe purpose ofthe present work isconcerned, interest
14
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will be limited to the methods used for defining an observed or empirical
residence time distribution.
One of the simple cases which rarely occurs in practice is that of piston flow.
In this type of flow the elements of material are considered to enter the system
at the same moment, flow together in parallel paths through the system and
finally leave at the same moment. In this type of flow all of the material elements have the same residence time with zero variance. On the other hand the
variance has a very high value for perfect mixing. Perfect mixing is considered
to occur when the elements of material as they enter the vessel are completely
mixed, so that the properties of thematerial in thevessel are uniform and identical with those of the outgoing stream. The residence time distribution for
perfect mixing has been shown to have the following mathematical form:
F(t) = 1 - erW
Here the time t is divided by the mean residence time 1,in order to make the
form of the equation valid for all cases. The mean residence time is usually
taken to be equal to the volume of the vessel occupied by the material divided
by the volumetric flow rate or the mass of material in the vessel divided by the
mass flow rate. In between these two extreme cases the residence time distributions can have an infinite number of forms due to longitudinal mixing. The
degreeoflongitudinalmixingtakingplaceinthesystem canbestudiedgraphically
by means of what DANCKWERTS (1953b) referred to as the ^-diagrams. This is
simply a plot of F(t) against tft.
An interesting distribution of residence times is that obtained when material
is allowed to flow through a cascade of perfect mixers. Such a distribution can
be represented by an equation of the following form:

™-.-^(.+s+i(?)'+

+5i15l(?)-')

where n = number of perfect mixers.*)
Amore practical approach for defining such a distribution of residence times
is that recently proposed by D E BAUN and KATZ (1961). Their method is based
on approximating the residence time distributions in terms of the probability
distributions ofthe/ 2 - statistics.Therandom variableX 2 /(/degreesof freedom)
isdefined asthe sum of thesquaresof/independent Gaussian random variables,
each with zero mean and unit variance. The proposed approximation is made
inthe form of multiples of x2, in the form of 1/2 0X22«,which is interpreted as
the residence time in a cascade of n stirred vessels, each of nominal residence
time 9.
The random variable 1/2 QX\n has the probability density:
K{t)

-

(tlQ)n-iexp(-tld)
(n-1)! 6

'

< 0

*) Care should be taken not to confuse the n mentioned here with that which represents the
number ofparticles per samplementioned at different places of the text.
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with mean and variance given by:
oo

mean ft-K(t)dt
o

= nQ

oo

variance = ƒ (t- n0)2•K(t) dt = «62
o
According to D EBAUN and KATZ (1961),a systematic approximation scheme

for application ofthe previous concepts ismade byestimating themean \iand
variance a2ofthe observed sample distribution bysome appropriate numerical
or graphical method, and then totake thenand 0oftheprobability density as:
6 = o»/n
n =jx2/cr2
A special case of continuous mixing which hasbeen dealt with isthat ofa
continuousflow blender. Perhaps the best way to show the line of thought
followed in this direction is made by mentioning the description of a continuous flow blender asreported by DANCKWERTS (1953b). According to him,
a continuous flow blender is a mixing vessel into which flows a stream of
material ofcontinuouslyvaryingcomposition. Inthevesselelementsof material
which have entered at different times aremixed, sothat theoutflowing stream
shows less variation incomposition than theinput.
One of the first authors to deal with continuous flow blenders as previously
described was BEAUDRY (1948). Heconsidered thespecial case ofa perfectly mixed blender with a feed consisting of batches of material of finite volume.
DANCKWERTS and SELLERS (1951) and DANCKWERTS (1953b) extended the
treatment to cover themore general casewherethe feed is notfiniteinvolume.
Other notable contributions were made by KATZ (1958) who gave anexpression which allows thedetermination ofthe mean residence time necessary
to lower thevariance of the inlet stream to a desired value when thetimelag
necessary for the decay of dependence of the concentration at neighbouring
pointsis known, andby D E BAUNand KATZ (1961)whogavesimilar expressions
for the flowof material through a cascade ofperfect mixers.
Ingeneralitcanthusbesaidthatthetheoreticalapproachtocontinuousmixing
has only been limited to thedefinition ofthe process asgiven above. Theproblem ofthe continuous mixingoftwo ormore streams ofconstant composition
to produce a complete mixdoes not seem to have been dealt with. VAN DE
VUSSE (1953) gives a very elementary discussion of the continuous mixing of
liquids.
In the previous pages an attempt has been made to review the general
theoretical aspects ofbatch mixing andcontinuous flow systems.Thereviewis
not exhaustive but rather selective in character. Furthermore, experimental
investigations have only been barely referred to,these when necessary willbe
dealt with in later sections. The object of the review wasto investigate the
different possibilities which canbeapplied tothecontinuous mixing of solids.
The main conclusions that canbedrawn canbe summarized inthe following:
1. Mixing ofmaterials with different physical properties is accompanied by
very complex phenomena that are extremely difficult to handle quantitatively
16
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from both points of view of testing for mixture quality and carrying out rate
studies.
2. Since the present study deals with the continuous mixing of solids about
whichnot much isknown, it would be inappropriate to complicate the study by
introducing the complexphenomena of mixing materials with different physical
properties. Instead a simple material should be used and interest should be
mainly directed to machine characteristics rather than material properties and
their effect on the mixing process. For simple materials with uniform particle
sizes and possessing no segregating tendencies the most appropriate measure
of mixture quality is the Chi Square statistic. Actually for the conditions under
which the Chi Square can be applied, it represents the most reliable of the
measures of mixture quality which can be used until now.
3. The degree of longitudinal mixing taking place in a continuous flow
system can be investigated from the residence time distributions of the material.
Not alltypes of these distributions canbe accurately described mathematically.
When the observed distributions are complex they can be studied graphically
by means of f-diagrams. For the special case where the distributions can be
described in terms of a cascade of perfect mixers, the most appropriate method
available at themoment isthat of D E BAUN and KATZ (1961),which isbased on
approximating the residence time distributions in terms of the probability
distributions of the ^2 statistics.

CHAPTER 3

EXPERIMENTS WITH A MIXER,
EMPLOYING A MECHANICAL MIXING ELEMENT
3.1. INTRODUCTION

Of the twomixers tobe investigated, the one employing amechanical element
to produce flow and mixing will be dealt with in this chapter. It is a pilot plant
modelofamixerusedinindustry(manufactured by SPAANS-MACHINE-FABRIEK,
Hoofddorp). As mentioned already in chapter 2 with a continuous mixer it is
necessary to study the degree of mixing as a function of mixer length as well
as the distributions of residence times.Also because thehold-up of a continuous
mixer is relatively small, and of our experimental mixer very small, special
sampling techniques willbe used.
3.2. EQUIPMENT, MATERIAL AND METHODS

Description of the Mixer. The mixer used consists of a horizontal U-shaped
trough in which is located a mechanical mixing element. This latter comprises
an inner screw conveyor of small diameter around which a metal strip is wound
in the form of a helical ribbon. The ribbon is welded to small cylindrical metal
rods which in turn are welded to the screw at appropriate positions so that
there is a distance between screw and ribbon. The ribbon is provided to improve the mixing by disturbing the smooth flow of material produced by the
screw. The whole assembly is so constructed that the ribbon acts to obstruct
the flow of a portion of the material transported by the screw conveyor.
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool, Wageningen 63(4), 1-73(1963)
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The stainless steel U-shaped trough is 150 cm long, 15.2 cm wide and 16.5
cm deep at the center line. It has four discharge openings located in its bottom
at distances of 57, 82, 107and 132cm from the drive end of the machine. Along
the outer wall of one side of the trough, a metal strip graduated in centimeters
isfixed in order to facilitate the determination of the distance at which sampling
is performed. The walls of both ends of the trough are cut to a rectangular
shape which can closely accommodate the sliding metal ends of the shaft of
themixing element. The openings are sufficiently deep to allow a small clearance
to be made between the rotating ribbon and the bottom of the trough.
Two designs of stainless steel mixing elements differing in the measurements
of the pitches and the diameter of the screw conveyor were used. The more
closely pitched mixing element will be referred to by I, while the other will be
indicated by II. The measurements of the different parts of themixing elements
are given in table 1, while in plate 1 the two types are compared. It should,
however, be pointed out here that the diameter of the screw reported in the
table for the mixing element I, only refers to the first 80 cm of its length, while
for the rest it was 10.4 cm.
Thereason for thisdifference wasthat the initial diameter of the screwconveyor could not
handle the experimental material properly and flooding usually took place even at low feed
rates. To correct this fault the helicoidal surface of the conveyor had to be increased by an
extra strip of metal. This enlargement was not uniformly carried out, but this was of minor
importance because in most of the trials carried out with mixingelement I the second outlet
of the mixer was used. Throughout most of this distance the diameter was more or less
uniform at a value of 10.9cm.
TABLE 1. Measurements of different parts of the mixing elements.
Screw shaft
Mixing
element Length
(cm)

I
II

150
150

Pitchlength

Screw
conveyor
Diam. diam.
(cm)
(cm)

3.5
3.5

10.9
10.5

Screw
(cm)

Ribbon
(cm)

7.5
14.8

10
21

Width of
ribbon
(cm)

1
1

Outer Clearance
diam.of madewith
ribbon trough
wall
(cm)
(cm)
15
15

0.2
0.2

A variable speed motor directly coupled to the shaft of the mixing element
was used as drive. Provision was made to allow easy disengagement. In this
way the mixing element could be removed for sampling purposes and changed.
Feeding of the mixer was performed by means of two electromagnetic vibrators. The frequency of the vibrations could be adjusted to deliver the desired
quantity of material. The vibrators were carried on a metal shelve on both sides
of the U-shaped trough. Two metal funnel shaped hoppers fed the material
directly to the vibrators. During the trials, the hoppers were kept completely
and continuously full.
The whole mixer assembly was placed on a table of sufficient height to allow
a weighing scale with container to be placed under the discharge outlet. A part
of the mixer assembly is shown in plate 2.
Sampling Equipment andProcedure. The sampling equipment (see figure 1)
comprised a sampling thief (1) and guide (2) and a sample collecting device (3).
The thief consisted of a cylindrical rod 0.6 cm diameter with 15 cavities of
18
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Sampling thief (1)

(&«•

0,35, q.9?|,i.o.c re-

sampling' guide (2)

-0---0---$--^-<^—<$—è-01

2.8 cm.

- ril ril

Sample collecting device (3 )

-^®-#®-#(§MÏH§^#-V -'-©-©-©-#©—-

, Wooden

bast

FIG. 1. Sampling equipment, the indicated numbers refer to the different parts described in
the text.

0.35 cm diameter drilled at 0.95cm intervals. Two rods were used, a brass one
with cavities 0.2 cm deep and a steel one with 0.3 cm deep cavities. The first
cavity was 1.0 cm from the end. The rods fitted into an outer sleeve, which
had a strip 0.5 cm wide cut away along its length so that the cavities in the
rods could be either covered or open.
The samplingguidehad a brassbase actingasa support for eight guide tubes,
located at intervals of 1.9cm. During sampling the guide could be firmly fixed
to the upper open end of the mixer's trough by means of two clamps. It is
shown in the sampling position in plate 2.
For sampling, the guidewasfixed at the desired location. With the holes covered the thief
wasthencarefully introduced into themixtureand wheninposition thesamplesweretrapped
and the thief wascarefully withdrawn.
Particlestrapped byany onecavitywerecollected without contamination byparticles from
an adjacent cavity by means of a specially constructed device. This consisted of a metal
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool, Wageningen 63(4), 1-73 (1963)
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frame fixed to a wooden base, into which a rectangular brass bar could be closely fitted.
Thebarwasbored intocompartmentseachofwhichcorresponded to acavity ofthe sampling
thief. The compartments could be closed by a sliding cover. Above the bar the frame was
extendedupwardsat bothendsand theseweredrilled with openings into which the sampling
thief could be introduced in a horizontal position above the sample collecting bar.
Tocollectthe samples,thebar and thief wereintroduced intotheframe attheir appropriate
places. When in position the cavities of the thief wereuncovered, whereupon the particles
fell intothe receivingcompartments situated below.The thief and the bar werethen removed
from the frame and the compartments of the bar were closed by their cover. To remove the
samples each compartment was uncovered in turn by sliding the cover backwards and the
exposed samplewaspoured intoan ordinary testtube of 1.8 cm diameter. All test-tubes were
previously labelled to indicatenumber, distanceand position ofthe sample which theywould
contain.
For counting the contents of each test-tube were evenly dispersed, by gentle tapping on
the tube, along the surface of a white piece of paper. The number of particles ofeach colour
was then counted by the aid of a magnifying glass and the results were registered in tabular
form. From the counts the proportions of the components were determined and these were
used for further treatment of the data.
Irrespective of the exact sampling pattern followed, the samples wereeither collected after
careful removal of the mixingelement or in the presence of the element.

Experimental Material. An experimental study of continuous solids mixing
differs from that of a batch process in the fact that much more material isrequired. Thus, where a choice of an adequate material for batch studies would
not result inpractical difficulties, this isnot the casefor studies carried out on
a continuousprocess.
Two materials were actually used, respectively ground glass and sand in
different colours. The glass was used for the first trials only and was later
abandoned becauseitcould not bepurchased clean and in onecolour.
Theglasswaspurchasedinwhiteandbrownbatchesandwasfurther treatedinthelaboratory
in order to render it suitable for the purpose of the study. It wasnecessary to have it closely
sized to an appropriateparticlesize,by means of a vibrating sieve.The sizechosen was such
thattheparticlesweresufficiently smallsothateachsamplecontained an adequate numberof
themandatthesametimewereappropriatelylargeto alloweasycounting. It wasdecidedthat
thebestparticle size for our purpose wasthat ranging between 0.4 and 0.6 mm in diameter.
Furthermore the obtained mixtures were reused after colouring with ink. For this purpose
the glass was spread in shallow layers and the ink wasapplied by air spraying. The material
was then allowed to dry overnight and on the following day it was sieved again in order to
remove the agglomerated particles which were much coarser than required.
Treatment of the sand was much facilitated by the availability of a continuous vibrating
sieve.Thismaterialwasalsocloselysized toparticleswithdiametersbetween0.4and 0.6mm.
The sand had first to be dried in a tray drier. Further treatment of the sand involved passing
itseveraltimes over the continuous sieve, washing several timesin running water, colouring
byletting the sand stand for two daysunder an aqueous solution of the pigment and finally
collecting the coloured sand on trays and drying. The sand was coloured red and blue by
Waxoline Rhodamine(ICI)and Methylene Blue respectively.
Sand mixtures from the different trials were also used again. This was performed by
washing in running water which removed the red but not the blue pigment. The sand thus
treated was coloured again by Methylene Blue to provide new quantities of blue sand. To
acquire red sand fresh batches had to be treated as previously described every time. Several
physical properties of the glass and the sand are given in table 2.
TABLE2. Physical Properties Of The Experimental Materials.
Experimental
material
Glass
Sand

20

True
density
g/cm3

Bulk
density
g/cm3

Percentage
voids

Angleof
repose

Particle
size
(mm)

2.51
2.64

1.21
1.42

62
46

36°
34°

0.4-0.6
0.4-0.6
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Adjustmentof Feed Rate. When the vibrators weretested it was observed that a very wide
range of feed rates could beproduced. In most of the trialswepreferred, however, to uselow
feed rates in order to reduce the quantity of experimental material to a minimum, since such
material wasdifficult to acquire.
For adjustment, each vibrator was tested separately. To shorten the time required for the
tests, the speed of the mixer was fixed at an high level and the feed hopper of the vibrator
concerned wasfilled with material. The mixer and the vibrator were then allowed to operate
and after sometime,the timenecessary for discharging20kgof material wasdetermined.By
repeatingtheprocedurefor eachvibrator severaltimesand makingthenecessary adjustments,
itwaspossibleto geta more orlessconstant feed rate.
When the feed rates were observed to be constant, the time required by each vibrator to
deliver 10kgand the timerequired by both vibratorsto deliver 20kgof material was determined before every experimental trial.Typicalresults of such a check are given below:
Time

Output
I
II
I + 11

10kg
10kg
20kg

min.

sec.

8
8
8

42
32
42

For the results given above the constant feed rate wasconsidered to be equal to 2.3 kg/min.
In a similarmanner theotherfeed rateswere determined.
3.3. INVESTIGATION OF THE DEGREE OF MIXING

In principle, theperformance of themachine as a mixer ofgranular materials
could be investigated by studying the quality of the mixture at the outlet or by
studying this quality in the mixer itself. We decided to use the latter procedure
only, because of the following reasons:
1. The analysis of the mixture while inside the mixer gives a good picture of
the mixing pattern of the machine.
2. Such a procedure allows the determination (if any) of the relation between
distance and mixture quality.
3. Sampling of the outflow is difficult toperform without disturbing the quality
of the mixture.
4. The quality of the mixture near the outlet must reflect the quality of the
mixture in the outflow and there is no need to sample the latter.
In mixing studies the most suitable sampling procedure is best determined
experimentally. It is not possible to decide beforehand about such things as a
good sampling plan or the number of samples which would give satisfactory
results. It is true that the number of samples required for a certain degree of
accuracy can be calculated by making use of statistical concepts, but the figures
thus derived have little value because they are usually prohibitively high, at
least as long as there is no mechanical device to do the analysis*. Furthermore,
one isfaced with theproblem of adapting the samplingprocedure to the general
constructional features of the machine studied. It may also be that one only requires to inspect certain places of the machine which are suspected not to
function properly. For these reasons and because nothing was known about
*) It wastried to develop a mechanical device for counting particles of different colours but
without success.
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TABLE 3. Data on test trials

Trial
number

Speed
(r.p.m.)

Feed rate
(kg/min)

Overallproportion determined
by samplingentire material
fed tomixer

Number of stripsused and the

Proportion
coloured
glass(ƒ>)

Numberof
samples used

Total

Distan

I

30

2.3

0.486

94

10

3

16

29

42

55

11

60

2.3

0.497

96

17

5

11.5

18

24.5

31

III

30

2.3

0.522

166

10

3

13

23

33

43

IV

12

1.6

0.302

103

16

3

5.5

8

10.5

13

V

10

1.7

0.285

132

19

3

5.5

8

10.5

13

Remarks:sampling performed after removal ofmixingelement- placesof feeding and outlet ofmixer areschemati

the operating characteristics ofthe investigated mixer, itwas decided tostart
the study with several test trials.
TestTrials. The results offivetrials performed forthis purpose will be discussed. For allfivetrials,mixingelementIand glasswereused.
Prior to everytrial the feed rate wasadjusted to thedesired levelbytheprocedure described in 3.2;thespeed at which themixing element wasto be
operated duringthetrialwasalsochosen.
Sampling was performed on the mixture as itlayinthe mixer's trough and
in such away that itconformed with the general features ofthe accumulated
layer.Inordertoclarifythispointitisperhaps convenient to describe themanner bywhich thematerial tended toaccumulate in themixer.
From the moment that material isfed into the mixer, the feed streams tend
toaccumulateattheplaceoftheir entry.Atacertainfeed rateandspeedofthe
mixing element, the material gradually accumulates toalayer whose depthis
ultimately determined bytheopposingactions oftheinner screwand the outer
ribbon. When the sizesofthe slugs transported forth and back are equal,no
net transport intheforward direction takesplace.However, asmoreandmore
material enters the mixer, the quantity ofmaterial conveyed by the screw increases and surpasses that which can be handled by the ribbon, thus resulting
in anet transport inthe forward direction. A steady-state isestablished when
the excess transport capacity ofthe screwisequaltothe quantity ofmaterial
fed tothe mixer. Ifthe rateatwhich material isfedtothe mixer exceeds that
whichcanbehandledbythemixingelementfloodingtakesplace.Thetransport
capacity ofthe screw conveyor could begreatly increased byincreasingthe
rotational speed, so that the mixer used could actually handle very large feed
rates.
Bytheeffect of therotating screw,thelayerofmaterial inthe trough tends
to collect onone side of the axis of the mixing element and assumes an inclined position.
Furthermore, the layer acquires awavy appearance duetothe action ofthe
ribbon andscrew.Lessofthematerialispresentatthoseplaceswherethespiral
and screw remove their slugs, while more ofthe material ispresent atthose
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placeswherethe slugsaredelivered. This phenomenon can be clearly seen from
plate 2.
For sampling, the mixing element was carefully removed from the trough.
The mixture was sampled in transverse strips at definite intervals throughout
the length of the mixer. Because of the manner in which the material tended to
arrange itself in the mixer, only five positions of the sampling guide could be
used. The number of samples removed from every position depended on the
depth of the material as well as on the total number of samples that were required from every sampling strip. Information on all trials is summarized in
table 3.
As the streams of materials delivered by the vibrators could not be
counted upon to give an accurate estimate of the proportions of the different
glasses mixed, it was decided to acquire such information by sampling the
entire batch of material fed to the mixer during the trial. For this purpose the
already sampled mixture lying in the mixer's trough was added to the mixture
discharged and both were wellmixed. Small batches from the resulting mixture
were then removed and individually sampled. The number of samples collected
and analysed for this purpose for every trial are given in table 3.The mean of
these sample proportions was taken as an estimate for the overall proportion
of coloured glass.
The first test trial was performed with a speed of 30r.p.m. and a feed rate of
2.3 kg/min. The vibrators were adjusted to deliver brown and white glass in a
proportion close to 1:1. Actual sampling revealed that the proportion of
brown to white glass was 0.486 :0.514.
A second trial was carried out with 60 r.p.m. Although the feed rate was
again 2.3 kg/min, the proportion of brown to white was now found to be
0.497:0.503.
Thus for the same adjusted positions of the feed vibrators, the proportion of
brown to white glass was not constant but tended to vary from trial to trial.
The difference was,however, not excessiveand could be ignored for all practical
purposes.
In these two trials, the vibrators were placed on opposite sides of the mixer's
Meded.Landbouwhogeschool, Wageningen 63(4), 1-73(1963)
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trough at about 15 cm from the feed end. They were placed in such a position
that their discharge ends did not extend beyond the inner wall of the mixer's
trough. By such an arrangement it was hoped that mixing of the entering
streams could kept at a minimum. For both trials the last outlet opening was
used.
The mixtures of the two trials were sampled differently. In the first trial ten
samples were taken from each of ten sampling strips. Sampling was started at
3cm from the feed end, and was repeated at intervals of 13cm up to a distance
of 120 cm. In the second trial the sampling strips as well as the number of
samples per strip were increased. Sampling was started at 5 cm and was continued to 109cmfrom thefeed end of themixer; in total 17strips were sampled.
The number of samples in every sampling location was increased to 15.
The proportion of brown glass in the samples was determined from counts,
and themean ofthesesampleproportions wasthen computedfor every sampling
strip in order to compare the values with the overall proportion determined
from sampling the entire batch of material fed to the mixer during the trial.
The results for the two trials are reported in figure 2, in which the mean proportion brown glass is plotted against the distance at which sampling was performed.

Brown
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kqjmin
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30
2.3
60
2.3
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•
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overall mean for trial
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=J).<86

60
70
80
90
100
110
120
fc- Sampling distance from feed end (cm )

130

FIG. 2. Test trialsI &II. Mean proportion of brown glass as function of distance at which
samplingtook place.

This figure shows that the local means follow the same pattern in the two
trials. At the early part of the mixer the mean proportion of brown glass is
high, while in the last part of the mixer it is low. In between, the local means
tend to fluctuate about a more or less constant value, which is near to the
overall proportion for the trial with a speed of 60 r.p.m., but which strongly
differs from the overall proportion for the trial with a speed of 30 r.p.m.
The excess of brown glass in the early part of the mixer may be explained
from the fact that themixing element inthispart isasymmetricalwithrespect to
the entering feed streams. Thus, whereas the screw conveyor tends to transport
more white than brown in a forward direction, the ribbon on the other hand,
causes much more brown than white glass to accumulate in this part of the
mixer. Under these conditions the quantity of brown glass in the other parts of
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the mixer should bs less than expected. By reference to figure 2 it will be
observed that this is indeed the case for the trial with a speed of 30 r.p.m.
It isalso evident from thisfigurethat thematerial nearest to themixer's outlet
had the least amount of brown glass. This indicates that insufficient time had
been allowed for the mixer to discharge the first quantities of material fed to it,
since these quantities contain the least amount of brown glass, because of the
accumulation that took place at the beginning of the mixer.
From these considerations it follows that the mixer was not yet operating at
a steady-state. The better agreement between the local proportions and the
overall proportion for 60 r.p.m. than for 30 r.p.m., indicates that a steadystate can be reached much quicker at a speed of 60 r.p.m. than at a speed of
30 r.p.m.
Thereisnodoubtthatifthemixerwasallowed to operate for asufficiently long
period of time, a more favourable distribution of the two colours of glass could
be acquired. However, such a procedure was considered to be inadequate, because it would require large quantities of experimental material. Instead it was
decided to change theplace of the feed vibrators to another place which allowed
less of the brown glass to accumulate in the early part of the trough.
Accordingly, the place of the vibrators wasmoved back from 15cm to about
3 cm from the feed end of the mixer's trough. In order to test the effect of this
change a trial III was carried out with a speed of 30r.p.m. and a feed rate of
2.3 kg/min. Information concerning thistrial is given in table 3and the results
are reported in figure 3.
In the lower part of this figure the local mean proportions of brown glass
are plotted against distance. From the graph it can be seen that the change in
feed place succeeded to bring about some improvement in the results. Less

FIG. 3.

Test trial III. Lower graph, plot
of composition vs. distance.
Uppergraph,plot ofChiSquare
(X2) vs. distance.
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brown is accumulated at the feed end of the trough and the downward trend
in composition observed near the outlet in the previous trials is absent.
Throughout the greatest part of the mixture the local mean proportions of
brown glass, although still on the low side, did not widely differ from the
overall proportion of brown glass. To test whether the sample proportions at
the various sampling places were significantly different from the overall proportion, Chi Square (x2)values werecomputed from the ten sample proportions
of every sampling strip. The form of the Chi Square used was as follows:

y 2—
AN

*

where

i=l

P(l-P)

P = overall mean proportion of brown glass as determined from
sampling the entire quantity of material fed to the mixer
during the trial.
n — overall mean number of particles per sample as determined by
averaging the number of particles per sample for all samples
removed during sampling of the mixture.
xt = observed proportion brown glass in the ith sample.
N = degrees of freedom, equal to number of samples used.

The calculated values of Chi Square areplotted in the upper part of figure 3.
The line calledmean represents the expectation of Chi Square which isequal to
the number of degrees of freedom used. This is N = 10. The proportion of
brown glass is estimated by the overall proportion as determined by sampling.
Thebroken line represents that value of Chi Square with ten degrees of freedom
which is exceeded by pure chance in one percent of the cases (i.e. based on a
one tailed test for a 99 % confidence level).
By reference to figure 3 it will be observed that only the first two sampling
distances had sample proportions which were significantly different from the
overall proportion of0.522.However, the difference isnot dueto a non-random
distribution of equal numbers of brown and white particles but it is due to the
presence of brown glassmuch in excess of the mean value expected for any part
of the mixer.
To test whether the undesirable accumulation of one component could be
decreased still more,two other feed placeswere tried. Also because the mixing
now seemed to be complete at short distances from the feed end for speeds of
30 r.p.m. and possibly higher, it was decided to use lower speeds.
In both trials IV and V coloured and non-coloured glass was used. Furthermore to use less of the coloured glass, the feed rate of the vibrator delivering
this material was decreased and the second outlet of the mixer was used instead of the last.
In trial IV, which involved a speed of 12r.p.m. and a feed rate of 1.6 kg/min,
the vibrator troughs were made to deliver their feed streams very near to the
axis of the mixing element at about 3cm from the feed end. The mixture of this
trial was sampled at intervals of 2.5 cm up to a distance of 35.5 cm and then
onlytwomore placeswere sampled at distances of45cmand 60cm respectively.
The number of samples in every sampling strip wasincreased to twenty because
of the greater quantity of material which accumulated in the mixer than in
previous trials. The results are reported in figure 4.
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F I G . 4.

Test trial IV. Lower graph, plot
of composition v.s. distance.
Uppergraph,plotofChiSquare
(X2)v.s.distance.
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From thefigureitcan beseenthat thelocalmeans (and accordingly theChi
Square values) tend tofluctuatebetween high and low values and are only in
goodagreementwiththeoverallproportionatafewplaces.Anotable difference
betweentheresultsofthistrialandthoseofthepreviousoneisthatthefirst two
sampling strips showedmeanvalueswhich donot differ muchfrom theoverall
mean. Theerraticbehaviour ofthelocalmeansat other places ofthe mixture
indicates,however, that thenewfeed placewasfar from satisfactory.
Inthefinaltest trialV,oneofthevibratorswasextended inlength sothat it
delivered its stream close to that of the other vibrator at the righthand corner
of themixer's trough. Aswith theprevious trials,theplaceat which themixer
isfed, isschematically illustrated at the top righthand corner of figure 5,and
the information concerning this trial isreported in table3.
Fromthelowergraph ofthefigureitcanbeseenthat theoverallproportion
is in good agreement with the local means, although it is still slightly higher
than most of them. This is especially true for the first sampling place, where
itcanbeobserved that the coloured glassisobviously lowerthan theaverage.
Onthe other hand, theexcessivefluctuations inthe Chi Squarevalues,asseen
in the upper graph of thefigure,indicate that the sample proportions at any
oneplacecandiffer widelyfrom the overall proportion. Itisdifficult to explain
whythe mixing is good insomeplacesandbadinothers. Averyprobableexplanation is that mixing with this low r.p.m. is actually bad throughout the
mixer, but during the removal of the mixing element for sampling purposes
some places are improved by the disturbance caused bythedifferent partsof
themixingelement astheyleavethemixture.
Taking the results of these test trials together we draw the following conclusions:
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool, Wageningen63(4), 1-73 (1963)
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FIG. 5.
Test trial V. Lower graph, plot
of composition vs. distance.
Uppergraph,plotofChiSquare
(X2)vs. distance.
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1. The first part of the mixer can be considered for all practical purposes as
a "dead space". It can be reduced to a minimum by choosing an appropriate
feeding place.
2. This "dead space" affects the performance of the mixer only during the
early period of operation after the start of the machine. However, once filled
with material this "dead space" will have no further effect.
3. The mixture must only be sampled after steady-state operation has been
established. By steady-state is not only meant equality of the inflow and outflow streams, but also the absence of the residuals of disturbances in the composition of the flowing stream such as that caused by the "dead space".
4. Sampling must be performed without removing the mixing element in
order tb avoid the excessive consequent disturbance.
5. The place of sampling has a great influence on the obtained information
concerning the quality of the mixture.
6. Determining the overall proportion by sampling the entire quantity of
material fed to the mixer during the trial, does not contribute much to the
accuracy of the results. Some other less laborious procedure would most
probably give an equally satisfactory estimate.
7. The influence of the speed, which is apparently the most important single
variable affecting the performance of the machine, cannot be investigated by
the procedure adopted so far for the test trials.
Mixer performance at different speeds. From the results of the previous trials
no conclusion could be drawn concerning the effect of speed on the mixing
process. For most ofthe speeds used, mixing seemed tobecomplete at distances
of less than 30 cm.
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Furthermore ithasbecomeobviousthat inorder totestfor thetrue effect of
speed, sampling should be performed without removing the mixing element
and only after sufficient time has been allowed for the mixer to operate at a
steady-state. For the purpose of checking on the steady-state the following
procedure wasadopted. During everytrial the rate of outflow was determined
several times. When the measurements indicated that no more accumulation
wastakingplace,themixer wasassumed to be operating at a steady-state with
respect to the inflow and outflow streams. To be sure of a true steady-state
operation before sampling the machine was then allowed to run for some
additional time.
Sampling without removal of the mixing element greatly reduces the space
availablefor sampling,becausethesampler could onlybeput intothoseplaces
ofthemixture,whichwerenot shieldedbythemixingelement.Togetanumber
of independent samples for estimating the local variability it was decided to
collect the samples from replicates. That is, the mixer is operated until a
steady-state isestablished, whereupon it is stopped and a series of samples is
removed.Itisthenoperatedagainandthesameprocedureasbefore isrepeated
togetasecondseriesofsamples.Ofcoursethiscouldbedoneseveraltimes,but
actually each trial was replicated onlytwice.
In every replicate eight equidistant strips were sampled along the length of
the mixer. At every sampling location the samples were removed from two
sampling points approximately two centimeters apart. To distinguish between
these two points, they will be referred to as the inner and the outer sampling
points. This indicates their relative positions with respect to the axis of the
mixingelement. Both lieon theleft side of the axis,occupyingpositions 2and
3 of the sampling guide. Four samples were taken from every sampling point,
and thus in total sixteen samples became available for every distance from the
point offeeding.Thecomposition ofthesampleswasdetermined asusual from
counts and the resultsweretabulated according to place and order of removal
of the samples from themixer. The overall mean proportion of blue sand was
not determinedbysamplingtheentirequantity ofmaterialfedtothemixer,but
from those sampling stripswhich showed amore or lessconstant composition
in every trial. This usually involved the last sampling strips of the trial, the
exactnumber ofwhichfor everycasecanbefound intable4.
With this series of trials the vibrators were adjusted to deliver their streams
close to each other at the left-hand corner of the feed end of the mixer at
approximately 3 cm from that end of the mixer's trough. Sand coloured in
blue and red formed the experimental material and the second outlet of the
mixer wasused in all trials.The trials werecarried out withmixing element I.
In totalfivetrials with different speeds of the mixing element were carried
out. The experimental procedure adopted for all trials followed similar lines,
apartfromtheminorspecificdifferenceswhichhavebeensummarized in table4.
Theresultsofthetrialwithaspeed of9r.p.m.are reported infigure6.The
lower part ofthefigurerepresents aplot ofmeanproportion bluesand against
distance at which sampling was performed. At every sampling distance four
mean proportions are plotted. These represent the average values of the four
samples analysed for each of the inner and outer sampling points in the two
replicates.Thesolidsymbolsrefer totheoutersamplingpoint,whilethehollow
symbolsrefer to theinnerone.Thebroken linerepresentsthemean proportion
asdetermined from thelast threesamplingstrips.
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TABLE4. Data on trials carried out to study effect of speed on mixer performance
OverallProportion
Speed(r.p.m.)

Feed
rate(kg/min)
Proportion blue
sand,P.

Determined
from

I

9

2.5

0.503

lastthree
strips

II

15

2.5

0.492

last three
strips

III

23

2.5

0.488

last four
strips

IV

40

2.5

0.511

last five
strips

V

60

2.5

0.505

last seven
strips

Remarks:sampling performed in presence of mixing element-mixer fed at same placefor all trials as

In the upper part of the figure the magnitude of the variability in sample
proportions at the different sampling locations is represented by a plot of
Chi Square against distance.Themeanvalue of Chi Square wascalculated for
16degrees of freedom and is represented by the solid line of the graph. The
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Mixing at low speed of 9 r.p.m.
Lower graph, plot of mean proportion blue sand vs. distance
for the two sampling points in
the two replicates.Upper graph,
plot of Chi Square (x2) vs.
distance.
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broken line represents the Chi Square value with. 16degrees of freedom which
is exceeded in only one per cent of the trials by pure chance.
The lower graph of figure 6 shows that themean proportions of the different
sampling points are not the same. In the early part of the mixer the difference
in composition isnot only large but tends to follow a certain definite pattern as
indicated by the lines drawn through the points. The mean compositions of the
inner and outer sampling points strongly differ. Furthermore, the same trend
is more or less reproducible in the replicates. With increasing distance, the
compositions of the two points gradually approach each other until in the last
threesamplingstripsthedifferences shownotrend.Random fluctuations around
a mean value will always be present because of the random sampling error. In
the early part of the mixer the differences from the mean value are not random
but in the last three sampling strips the fluctuations are random in character.
These facts are clearly indicated by the Chi Squares computed for the different
sampling strips and reported in the upper part of the figure.
Although the results of the other trials could be reported in a similar manner
as that used for 9 r.p.m., this was not done because of the trend observed at a
speed of 9 r.p.m. was limited to the first two sampling distances with 15r.p.m.
and did not occur with higher revolutions. A plot of Chi Square against
distance was therefore considered to be sufficient to show the main differences
between the various trials.
In figure 6 the Chi Square values for all the trials have been collected together to allow easy comparison. From the figure it can be seen that the
estimated Chi Squares for the first sampling strips are high and then decrease
with distance along the length of the mixer. The values of Chi Square at the
same sampling strip are not the same for the different speeds. For any place in
the mixture in which mixing is not yet complete, the Chi Square values tend
to be lower for higher speeds than for lower speeds. Thus for the same place
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool, Wageningen 63(4), 1-73 (1963)
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FIG. 7.

Chi Square (x2) vs. distance.
Mixing element rotated at indicated speeds.
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wheremixingisnotcompletethemixtureisrelativelybetter mixedathighthan
atlowspeeds.
Thereduction in Chi Squarevaluesbetween strips for the samespeed or for
the same strip at different speeds isvery rapid. At high speeds the Chi Square
values are almost instantaneously reduced to their mean value between the
first and second sampling points, while at low speeds they are still sharply
reduced to values not far from themean inthevery earlypart of themixer.
For 9r.p.m. the mean value of Chi Square isreached at the sixth sampling
strip, while for 15r.p.m. and 23r.p.m. it isreached at thefifthsampling strip.
The number of the sampling strip at which the mean value of Chi Square is
reached is further reduced to the fourth for 40 r.p.m. and to the second for
60 r.p.m. Thus low speeds require longer distances than high speeds in order
to bringmixingto completion. Aspeed of9r.p.m. requires about 30cmmore
of mixer length than a speed of 60 r.p.m. For a feed rate of 2.5 kg/min
and a speed of 9 r.p.m. mixing is still complete at a distance oflessthan50
cm.
Aninteresting observation whichcanbeseenfromfigure7 is that a statisticallynon-significant ChiSquarevaluefor onepoint,doesnotmeanthatmixing
iscomplete.ValuesofChiSquarewhichceasedtobestatistically significant still
continue to decrease with mixing until they reach the mean value after which
they tend to show no further decrease. Taking some of these earlier points
together yields of course again a significant difference from the mean.
When the previous results are considered together it ispossible to draw the
following conclusions:
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1. At very lowspeeds ofthemixingelement thematerial flows for relatively
long distances without undergoing appreciable mixing.
2. At higher speeds a shorter length suffices for complete mixing. However,
because the improvement in mixture quality in our experimental mixer isvery
rapid, it is impossible to define a relation of general interest between mixture
quality (as expressed by a mixing index) and mixer length in a mathematical
form.
Performance of the WidelyPitched Mixing Element II. Only one trial was
carried out, at a speed of23r.p.m., afeed rate of2.6kg/min; thelast outletof
the mixer was used. Sampling of the mixture wasmade from single points, at
intervalsofabout7cm,startingat5cmandendingat 116cmfrom thefeedend.
In oneortwocasesthesamplingintervalwasslightlylargerbecause themixing
element prevented introduction of the thief at the desired point. In total 16
points weresampled. Theplace of samplingwasnear to the axisofthemixing
element corresponding with what has been referred to in the previous trials
astheinner sampling point.
From each sampling point onlythree samples werecollected. Thiswasdone
by discarding the deepest sample removed by the sampling thief and then
taking the following three samples. The sample proportions determined from
thedifferent samplingpoints arereported inthe lower graph offigure8.Each
of the plotted points is indicated by a number which refers to the order of
removal of the sample from the mixture, with number one indicating the
deepest sampleandtheothertwonumbersrefer tohigherpositionsinavertical
direction.
The overall proportion of blue sand was determined by averaging all the
sample proportions except the first three. It is represented in the lower graph
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FIG. 8. Comparison betweentwomixingelements.Lowergraph,plot ofobserved proportions
of blue sand vs. distance
for trial with widely pitched mixing element. Upper graph,
plot of ChiSquare(x2)vs.distance for thetwomixingelementsas indicated.
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offigure8 by the solid line, from which it can be seen that the overall proportion determined in thisway represents the sampleproportions in allplaces
fairly well.The broken lines in the graph are theupper and lower limits ofa
99% confidence interval for sample proportions based on a Student-t value
with44degreesoffreedom. Themeannumber ofparticlesused for computing
the standard error of sample proportions was 160particles as determined by
averaging all the samples analysed.
Fromfigure8 it can be seen that only the sample proportions of thefirst
samplingpointfall outsidethelimitsoftheconfidence interval.TheChiSquare
values represented by a solid line also lead to the same conclusion. Thus for
mixing element type II, mixing seems to be complete at distances of lessthan
10 cm, for afeed rate of2.6kg/min and a speed of23r.p.m.
In order to compare the performance of the two mixing elements used in
this study, the previous results with mixing element type I for a speed of 23
r.p.m. willbe used. Since,however, onlythree samples weretaken for type II,
thesamewillbedonefor typeI. For thispurpose from thefour samples ofthe
inner sampling point only the last three will be used. Using all these sample
proportions but the sixofthefirsttwo samplingpoints, the overall proportion
was determined to be 0.483, which value agrees well with the value of 0.487
found by averaging the results of 16samples per sampling strip. In the same
manner the mean number of particles per sample was found to be 152which
isagain in good agreement with thevalue of 149determined from many more
samples. From these values the Chi Squares for the different sampling points
werecomputed and arereported intheupper graph of figure 8asrepresented
bythebrokenline.
When the two plots of Chi Square are compared, it can be seen that the
obviousdifferences betweenthetwotypesofmixingelementsarelimitedtothe
first part of the mixer. For the widely pitched mixing element the sample
proportions are not significantly different after the first sampling point while
for the second type of mixing element the differences are significant for the
firsttwo points. Thus type II seems to perform better than type I in thisfirst
part of the mixer. This conclusion is also in agreement with the observation,
that incontrast totypeI,themixingelement oftypeIIallowedbothcoloursof
sand to accumulate in equal quantities in this part of the mixer.
This difference in performance is definitely related to the difference in the
length ofthepitchesofthetwomixingelements.For,whereasawidelypitched
element willnot interfere muchwiththe entering feed streams,the sameisnot
thecasefor acloselypitchedelementwhichtendstodistributethefeed streams
attheplaceoftheirentryinamoreirregularmanner.Inthelattercaseitbecomes
morelikelytofindregionsinthisearlypart ofthemixerwhichcontainmoreof
one of the sands being mixed. Apart from this obvious difference between the
twomixing elements no further differences in performance could be observed.
Thisshouldnotbetakentoindicate,however,that typeIIperforms betterthan
type I in all respects because of the following reasons. In the first place the
results are based on the analysis of only three samples and this number isinsufficient to provide accurate information about the degree of mixing. For
examplebyreference to theupper graph offigure8 it will beobserved that in
the case of mixing element I, using three samples instead of sixteen has accidentily resulted in a lowering of the Chi Square values of the third and fourth
sampling distances, thus suggesting better mixing than is actually the case.
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This can be observed by comparing the Chi Square values reported for the
same sampling distances in figure 7. In the second place the material used for
the experiments has very good flow properties and is thus very easily mixed. If
a less easily mixed material is used it may happen that the two mixing elements
would then perform differently. Keeping in mind these facts we may conclude
by saying that after a distance of about 40 cm both mixing elements give their
final mixture, and so they are equally good from this distance on.

3.4. RESIDENCE TIME DISTRIBUTION STUDIES

The very casual treatment which continuous solids mixing received in the
literature seems to be based on the theoretical and experimental knowledge
acquired from residence time distribution studies carried out in the field of
fluids. For example LACEY (1954) stated that the concepts developed for batch
mixingcanbe extended to the case of continuous solids mixing by the methods
suggested by DANCKWERTS (1953b) for the characterization of fluid flow
systems. RUMPF and MUELLER (1962) classified the methods used for mixing
powders and they are of the opinion that the mixing efficiency of a continuous
process is determined by such factors as transverse mixing, longitudinal mixing
and the degree of fluctuations in the feed streams.
For continuous solids mixing it is clear, however, that the extent and the
conditions under which these various postulations are valid is not known, and
notwellunderstood. Becauseofthesereasonsitwasfelt that some investigations
in this direction would be worth while.In the coming sections we shall discuss
the work carried out for this purpose.
Experimental Procedure: The procedure followed for determining the residence time distribution under different operating conditions of the mixer
involvedchanginga steadystream ofred sand toa stream ofbluesand, and then
determining the composition of the outflow at different times. For this purpose
the feed rates of the two vibrators were very carefully adjusted to an equal and
constant level.During thetrial, first the stream ofred wasput onand after some
time measurements on the feed rate were carried out at short intervals in order
tocheck ontheconstancy oftheoutflow. When thiswasobservedtobe constant,
the stream of red sand was changed to a stream of blue sand.The change-over
of the streams was performed bymeans of two electric switches located side by
sideinawooden box, and wasmore orlessinstantaneous. Themoment at which
the blue particles were put into the stream, was taken as the zero time of the
measurements.
With the exception of one trial (involving a speed of 9 r.p.m.), the outflow
was sampled at quarter minute intervals. This was done by moving a small
metal container through the outflowing stream and then quickly and carefully
pouring the removed samples into separate glass bottles. This was repeated
until it was considered that sufficient samples were available to provide the
necessary information.
When sampling was over, the vibrators and the mixer were stopped at the
same time by means of a common electrical switch. The mixer was then
emptied and the weight of the material present in it was determined.
Because of the relatively large size of the samples collected from the outflow
at different times, they were again sub-sampled by the equipment described
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in3.2.The proportion of blue sand in the outflow at a certain time was determined by averaging the proportions of these sub-samples.
Scope of the investigations and method of treatment of the results. The effects
of speed and length of the mixer on the residence time of the material were
investigated. The residence time distributions for four différent speeds were
determined, using mixing element type I and the second outlet of the mixer.
The proportion of blue sand was determined from five sub-samples taken from
the initial samples collected from the outflow at different times. The four
speedsinvestigated were9r.p.m., 23r.p.m., 40r.p.m.and 60r.p.m. respectively.
In the second series of trials, different outlets of the mixer were used, viz.
the first, second and last, while the speed was kept constant at 23 r.p.m. The
proportions of blue sand at different times were determined from ten subsamples and mixing element type II was used.
The results of all trials indicated that an appreciable amount of longitudinal
mixing takes place. It proved that in most casesthe observed distributions were
analogous to the case of a cascade of perfect mixers. The most appropriate
method of representation available for this case at present is that proposed by
D E BAUN and KATZ (1961) which involves approximating an empirical residence time distribution by a Chi Square distribution. The principles involved
have already been reviewed in chapter 2 and we shall limit ourselves to a
description of the procedure followed in adopting this method to the treatment
of our results.
For this purpose it is necessary to compute the mean (\t)and variance (a2) of
the observed residence time distributions. This was done in the following way.
The experimental points were plotted on logarithmic probability paper and the
points were fitted by a smooth curve. From the fitted curve the cumulative
percentage F{i)i corresponding to a set of times (H)were determined. Actually
19 pairs of values were determined in this way for every trial. From these
values the mean (fj.) and variance (a2) were then computed from the following
approximate expressions:
k
\j.= 2 U- <pi

and

k
a2 = S (U - [i)2 • <p«

In these expressions the different <f>{s are defined by:

fUF(t\ + F(t)2]
for* = l
9*= 4[F(t)i+i- mi-i)
for i = 2,3
I 1 - 1 [F(0fc-i + F(t)k] for i = k

,(k- 1).

The values of \L andCT2were then used to compute the nominal residence time
per perfect mixer 6( = a2/[x) and the number of perfect mixers n( = [i2/a2)
corresponding to the observed residence time distribution.
In order to check to what extent these values agreed with the experimental
results a plot of \ 0x22re against the cumulative percent corresponding to the
different values of Chi Square with In degrees of freedom was made on the
same graph of the experimental points. The cumulative per cent and their
corresponding values of Chi Square were taken from the tabulated values
reported by HALD (1960). The values given in this table are only for whole
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FIG. 9.

Residence timedistributions for different
rotational speeds of
the mixing element
and their corresponding if>X.22n approximations plotted on
logarithmicprobability paper.

5 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 95 98 99
-•Cumulative percent.

numbers of degrees of freedom. However, when the analysis of the data
resulted in a number of degrees of freedom which was not whole, the Chi
Square values for such cases were either determined by interpolation between
two whole numbers of degrees of freedom or when the difference from a whole
number was not large the Chi Square values corresponding to the nearest
whole number of degrees of freedom were used.
Discussionof the Results. By the methods discussed above the results of the
seven trials for the different speeds and for the different outlets of the mixer
were analysed. The data of the experiments and the results of the analysis are
given in tables 5 and 6. The experimental points and the points determined
by the Chi Square approximation are represented graphically in figures 9
and 10.
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FIG. 10.

Residence timedistributions for different
mixer lengths and
their corresponding
i Win approximations plotted on logarithmic probability
paper.
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By reference to the figures, it can be seen that for the experiments with 23
and higher r.p.m. the observed residence time distributions can be fairly well
represented by the Chi Square approximation to the distribution of a cascade
of perfect mixers. The shape of the curve for 9 r.p.m. proves that this case is
not analogous to a cascade of perfect mixers.
TABLE5. Datafor residencetimedistribution trialsatdifferent speedsand same mixer outlet.
Nominal
Material
Feed rate,
residence
in mixer,
W(kg/min)
time, G/W
G (kg)
(min)

Rotational
speed,
(r.p.m.)

9
23
40
60
TABLE 6.

2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0

7.0
5.0
4.4
4.0

3.5
2.5
2.2
2.0

Mean residence time
of observed distribution,[i
(min)

2.462
0.713
0.715
0.732

3.518
2.397
2.287
2.101

0.297
0.313
0.348

8.06
7.32
6.03

and same

Data for residence time distribution trials at different outlets of mixer
speed.

Mean resiNominal dence time
Distance
Feed rate Material
from
residence of obserOutlet
W(kg/ in mixer,
feed end,
time, G/W ved distrimin)
G (kg)
(cm)
(min)
bution, jj.
(min)
First
Second
Last

Nominal
residence
time of a
perfect
mixer, 8
(min)

Variance
Number
of observed distri- of perfect
bution, CT2 mixers, n

57
82
132

2.0
2.0
2.0

1.6
2.3
3.9

3.20
4.65
7.70

Nominal
Variance Number residence
of obser- of pertime of a
ved distrifect
perfect
bution, tj2 mixers,n mixer, 0
(min)
0.481
1.008
1.767

1.584
2.498
4.061

5.23
6.19
9.33

0.304
0.404
0.435

It is evident from tables 5 and 6 that the increases of speed and mixer
lengthhaveoppositeeffects onthevariablenwhich represents the corresponding
number of perfect mixers. Increasing the speed reduces n while increasing the
length increases n. Also the mean residence time of the distribution is decreased
with increasing speed and is increased with increasing mixer length.
If, however, the mixer length L is devided by n and the quotient L/n is
denoted by L', then we observe that L' is an increasing function of speed as
well as mixer length. This can be clearly seen from the values given in table 7.
From the same table it also can be seen that L' is not the same for the two
trials with a speed of 23 r.p.m. and the second outlet of the mixer. Since these
two trials were performed under the same experimental conditions of speed,
TABLE7. L' ( = L/n) as a function of speed and mixer length.
Second mixer outlet
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Constant speed, 23 r.p.m.

Speed r.p.m.

L'

Mixer outlet

L'

23
40
60

10.2 cm
11.2 cm
13.6 cm

First
Second
Last

11.0 cm
13.2 cm
14.1 cm
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feed rate, and mixer length, but only differed in the type of mixing element, it
can be concluded that the design of the mixing element affects the residence
time distribution of the material. For the closely pitched mixing element (I) we
found n = 8.06 while the same number was 6.19 for the widely pitched mixing
element. Thus for the same operating conditions there is more longitudinal
mixing for the widely pitched mixing element than for the closely pitched type.
For the latter type only when the speed was increased to 60 r.p.m. was the
number of perfect mixers equal to 6.03, and thus producing the same degree of
longitudinal mixing which isproduced by type II at a speed of 23 r.p.m.
The deviation of the observed distribution of 9 r.p.m. from the general form
of the other six trials provides a good example of the kind of information that
can be acquired from residence time distribution studies. In this trial sampling
of the outflow stream wasperformed at every minute for the first three minutes,
after which it was carried out at half minute intervals. By reference to figure 9
it will be observed that the distribution is not abnormal at the beginning, but
tends to deviate at the end. In the latter part much more red than expected is
found in the outflow stream. Such behaviour indicates the presence of a "dead
space" or "dead spot" of the mixer in which the material is held for longer
periods than required. This same feature of the mixing element (I) was also
observed during the mixing studies reported earlier. However, the results here
indicate that this dead space is only observable for very low speeds of the
mixer.
A more appropriate graphical representation of the observed longitudinal
mixing can be made by means of the F-diagrams as proposed by DANCKWERTS
(1953b). This can be made by plotting the cumulative percentages against the
dimensionless quantity t/1where 1is considered to be the nominal residence
time as determined by dividing the hold-up of the mixer by the mass flow rate.
However, because the nominal residence time is not necessarily equal to the
mean residence time of the observed distribution and in our case because of
the inaccuracy of the measurements we shall use the mean residence time(\i)
determined by the above mentioned method instead of t. The results of the
four trials with different speeds are given in figure 11.

0.1 0.2 0.3 0Â 05 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8

-*/M

FIG. 11. F-diagram of the results reported in Fig.9.
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The main conclusions that can be drawn in this section are:
1. The methods which were developed for the investigation of the residence
time distributions in continuous flow fluid systems, can also be applied for
solids.
2. The mixer studied exhibits a substantial amount of longitudinal mixing
which is influenced by the rotational speed of the mixing element and the
length of the pitches of its component parts.
3. There seems to be no simple relationship between pitch length and the parameter n (number of perfect mixers). The only conclusion which we can draw
is that increasing the speed or the length of the pitches increases L' ( = mixer
length/«).
4. Under certain conditions, the residence time distribution can indicate the
presence of dead spots in the mixer.
3.5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The "SPAANS"mixerdoesnotproduceflowof materialbysteadily conveying it
from one place to the other in the trough, but the flow is slug-wise in character. The quantity of material flowing through the mixer is not large, and the
excessive turbulence caused by the mixing element produces quick but irregular
and sudden improvements in mixture quality.
Because ofthe small quantity ofmaterialflowingthrough themixer, sampling
is not easy to perform. The mixture is easily disturbed and it is impossible to
remove a sufficient number of samples from the same place and at the same
time to acquire satisfactory information about the quality of the mixture. When
only a smallnumber of samples wasused (asin the trial carried out with mixing
element II) no meaningful conclusions could be drawn concerning the quality
of the mixture. The mixing index indicated that mixing was complete. When
the mixing element was removed before samplingnodifference in performance
could be observed at the different speeds. However fairly satisfactory results
could be achieved by sampling in the presence of the mixing element and by
collecting sufficient samplesfrom replicates.
Still, sampling by the conventional thief results in excessive disturbance in
the mixture. When the quantity of themixture islarge this disturbance isnot of
importance because the local differences in mixture quality are likely to be
large, but when as in our case, the mixture is small in quantity and the local
differences in mixture quality are not large, samplingbythe conventional thief
can lead to bad results. For these reasonsamore accuratemethod of sampling
might reveal differences which could not be detected by the procedure used in
this study.
In spite of the moderate accuracy of the results, the main conclusions that
can be drawn from the study are rather clear. The quality of the mixture at any
place in the trough is determined by the speed and the design of the mixing
element. Although mixingcanbecompletedvery quickly,almost instantaneously, by using high speeds, yet in practice the most appropriate speed to use
would be determined by the characteristics of the material mixed and by
economic considerations.
The observation that a mixing element with wider pitches of the spiral and
the screw conveyor results in a more favourable distribution of the materials
in the early part of the mixer, suggests the possibility of bringing about im40
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provements in performance by changing the design of the mixing element.
Perhaps, better performance can be achieved by a combination of different
pitches on the same mixing element.
The length of the mixer does not seem to be of much importance concerning
the effectiveness of transverse mixing achieved by the mixer. If the mixing element is not properly designed or a low speed isused for a certain material or a
certain feed rate, transverse mixing would still not be good unless the mixer is
made impractically long.
On the other hand, the length of the mixer is definitely related to the extent
of longitudinal mixing taking place in the machine. Longitudinal mixing may
and may not be desirable. If there are no fluctuations in the composition of
thefeed stream then thepresence of longitudinal mixing is not of much advantage. However, when it is required from the mixer to smooth out fluctuations in the feed streams, then longitudinal mixing becomes of importance.
A continuous flow system which behaves as a perfect mixer ismore effective
in smoothing out fluctuations in the feed streams than a system which exhibits piston flow. Thus the ability of a mixer to smooth out fluctuations in
composition of the feed stream can be increased by increasing the amount of
longitudinal mixing. For our mixer it was found that this can be done by increasing the rotational speed of themixing element and by increasing the length
of the ribbon and the screwconveyor. Thelatter procedure also seemsto eliminate "dead spots" from the mixer.
Furthermore, when the fluctuations in the composition of the inflow stream
are known to follow a certain pattern and when the distribution of residence
times of the system can be determined (as was succesfully doneinthis study), it
is possible to compute the size of the mixer which is required to reduce the
variance in composition of the inflow to a certain desired level in the outflow
stream. For this purpose reference should be made to the article of D E BAUN
and KATZ (1961).

From the general considerations treated above it follows that transverse
mixing and longitudinal mixing are both of importance in continuous solids
mixing. We showed that the former can be studied by the proper application
of the general principles developed for investigating mixture quality and the
latter by the methods used for residence time distribution studies. However,
transverse mixing is accomplished in mixers of the type investigated so quickly,
that details of the mixing process itself cannot be studied.

CHAPTER 4

EXPERIMENTAL CONTINUOUS MIXER
OF THE ROTATING CYLINDER TYPE
4.1. INTRODUCTION

In the previous chapter the work carried out on the "SPAANS" mixerwasreported. The "SPAANS" mixer comprised a mechanical mixing element which
rotated in a stationary U-shaped trough. The element produces flow by
positive displacement of material along the helicoidal surface of a screw conveyor. At the same time mixing is performed by an outer spiral which acts in
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order to disturb the smooth flow of material produced by the conveyor. For
such a mixer we observed that the turbulence which causes the mixing is so
largeand themixing is sorapid and non-uniform inpattern that it is impossible
to define a simple relation between a mixing index and mixer length.
In this chapter we shall study another type of continuous solids mixers,
namely the inclined rotating cylinder. This mixer employs a rotating wall in
order to produce simultaneous flow and mixing of the material. It differs from
the previous type because flow and mixing are determined by gravitational and
frictional forces, while mechanical agitation is limited in character.
Diffusive mixingis considered to prevail in batch mixers of the rotating cylinder type under certain operating conditions. These conditions seem to be
determined by the rotational speed, the diameter of the cylinder and the
degree of filling.
By "diffusive mixing" we shall understand those mixing conditions under
which the local concentrations of the different components of a mixture as
measured by samples ofpractical sizesundergo gradual but not sudden changes
during the mixing. Then the mean concentration in a certain volume element
of any single component in a mixture of components that have no segregating
tendencies, is a good index for the quality of the mixture. In a true binary
diffusion process, the presence of a concentration gradient for one component
in a certain direction requires the presence of an equal but oppositely directed
gradient in the concentration of the second component. When the diffusion
process is finished, the gradients are zero.
For radial diffusion to be the main mechanism of the exchange of matter in
a continuous flow system, the flow pattern of the material through the system
should not exhibit longitudinal mixing. The elements of material which enter
the system at the same time, flow together through the system and finally leave
the system at the same time.
Once a steady-state has been established in such a system the concentration
of any component at any place within the system will be constant and will not
vary with time if the feed is kept constant. The different components will be
distributed in a definite pattern and sampling at the same place at different
times will reveal the same composition but for the inevitable fluctuations due
to random sampling errors.
A simple experimental continuous mixer for particulate materials which
would most probably satisfy the requirements in the radial direction for
diffusive mixing, is a simple rotating cylinder operated at a slight angle to the
horizontal and in which the material to be mixed enters at one side and leaves
at the other. For experimental purposes it is of course necessary to allow the
entering streams to arrange themselves in a definite way such that mixing due
to their entry remains negligible. Exchange of position of the particles of the
different components of the accumulated mass would then take place by a
process,which could adequately bedescribed asdiffusion in theradial direction.
This chapter deals with the experimental results of a mixer which was designed
in accordance with the general considerations above.
4.2. DESCRIPTION OF THE MIXER

The experimental mixer (see plate 3), consists of five main parts which will
be referred to as:the supporting base, the variable-angle platform, the mixer42
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drive assembly, the sampling arrangement, and thefeed arrangement. Each of
these parts will now be described in detail, and the different parts will be
indicatedbynumberswhichrefer tothose ofplate3.
The supporting base(1)consists of a sixfooted metalframe work with dimensions 0.85 x
0.80 X 1.90 meter, adequately reinforced by cross-bars for extra rigidity. It serves to carry
themixer at a sufficient height sothat a weighing scaletogether with acollectingcontainer of
sufficient sizetocollectthematerialdischargedduringanytrial,couldbeplaceddirectlyunder
the discharge opening of the mixer. The base supports the variable angle platform which in
turn carries the remaining parts of the mixer.
The variable-angle platform (2) consists of a rectangular grid 0.85 meter wide and 1.90
meter long. It is connected to the supporting base at two points. The first of these occursin
the form of a pivoting hinge (3), located at approximately the center of gravity of the mass
of the equipment lying above. The second connection takes place in the form of two screws
moving within the openings of two slightly curved metal guides (4),located at the discharge
sideof the supporting base.The screwscould befixedto the guidesby means of special nuts
at any desired angle between zero andfifteendegrees with the horizontal. This arrangement
allowed the angleat which the mixerisoperated to bevaried at will.
The platform is divided into two main parts. The first (2a) occurs at the feed end and is
entirely covered by a metal plate which acts as a base for the mixer-motor assembly and the
feed arrangement. The second part (2b) of the frame is uncovered and carries the special
railingwhichaccommodatesthewheelsofthesample-tubestray(5).Thissamepart alsocarries
the specialmetal frames whichhold themixingcylinder inposition(6).
Thefeed arrangement comprises two feed hoppers (7),each with a volume of about 0.007
cubic-meter, and two electro-magnetic vibrators (8), which deliver their streams to two
separate funnels provided with plastic tubing to guide the material into the mixer. Each
hopper isscrewed to theendsof two separate metal barslocated at appropriate positions.By
means of thesescrewstheheight of thehoppersabovethevibratorscould beadjusted so that
the depth of the material in the vibrator trough could be varied at will. Thus they could
alsobeused to adjust the feed rateto thedesiredlevel.
Each electro-magnetic vibrator is carried on a special shelve provided with fixed metal
socketswhichcloselyaccommodatetherubberlegsofthevibratorinorder toprevent accidental disturbance of theadjusted position of the vibrators.
The supporting bars of the feed hoppers as well as the shelves of the feed vibrators are
carried on a common shelve whose angle could be varied, so that the position of the feed
arrangement could always be kept parallel to the horizontal irrespective of the angle at
which themixer is operated.
Each vibrator feeds in a separate metal funnel which in turn opens via separate plastic
tubingleadinginto theentryopeningof the mixer. Thetwo plastic tubings are strongly held
in position by means of several coils of thread whose ends arefirmlytied to the supporting
frame of the rotating cylinder. This was found to be necessary since the tubes had to be of
suchlength and tobeplacedinsuchaposition soastoallowfreeflowofthematerial into the
mixer withoutfloodingof the tubes.
The mixer-motor assemblycomprises an electric variable speed drive directly bolted in
placeto thecovered part of the variable angleplatform and a mixingelement (9)in the form
of a rotating cylindrical tube of "Plexiglass" (a polymetacrylate). The electric motor drives
thecylinderbymeansofa smallmetalgeardirectlyfixedto itsrotating shaft. Thisgeardrives
a larger gear (10),fixedinposition around theperiphery ofthe mixingcylinder.
The mixing element, as mentioned already, is a cylindrical tube of "Plexiglass" in which
materialentersfrom one side and leaves at the other side. The discharge side of the tube is
completely open, while to the feed entry side an extra disc of Plexiglass provided with an
opening in the center, of 6 cm diameter, has been fixed to the internal wall of the cylinder.
This disc serves as a barrier to the flow of material in the direction of the feed entry side.
The feed enters the mixer by means of the two plastic tubings, already described, which
slightly project into the cylinder through the central opening of the Plexiglassbarrier disc.
Thecylindricaltubeis 126cmlong,withan internal diameter of 14cm and awallthickness
of 0.5 cm. It is held in position by means of two metal rings (11) fitted to the periphery at
7.5cmfrom both ends.Themetalringsrotate inthegroovesofplasticroller bearingsfixedat
appropriate positions to the supporting metal frames (6) which are in turn fixed to the
variable-angle platform. At the discharge end, the Plexiglass tube was extended in length by
a cylindrical metal piece of approximately 6 cm length. This metal piece carries a rubber
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flap which acts as a precautionary element against starting the sampling mechanism at an
inappropriatemoment.
Material discharged from the mixer flows into a metal trough which directs it to the
collecting container placed on a weighing scale. The quantity of material discharged during
any period of timecould thus be determined.
Whenthemixerwasfirst tried, itwasobserved that the inner surface of thecylindrical tube
wasmuchtoo smooth tobringabout thetumblingmotion essentialfor mixersof the rotating
cylinder type. In order to overcome this excessive slip at the wall, recourse had to be made
to increase the roughness of the inner surface of the tube.Thiswasperformed bymeans of a
pieceofcoarse sand paper tightlyfixedto the tip ofa metalrod, whichwasmovedto and fro
inlongitudinal strokesalongtheentire inner surface of the cylinder.
Thesamplingarrangementcomprisesthesamplingopeningsand their covers(12)which are
automatically operated bymeans of an electro-magnet (13),the sample receivingfunnels (14)
which guidethe removed samplesto their separatecontainers and the samplecollecting tubes
held in place by means of a special holding tray (5). These different parts of the sampling
arrangement are shown in greater detail in figure 12.
Mixing culinder

Sampling opening cover

funnels TU)

FIG. 12. Details of equipment for sample removing, the indicated numbers refer to the
different parts described in the text.
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For samplingpurposes thecylinderwasboredwithinclined openings of0.3cmdiameterat
intervalsof5cmstartingat12.5cmfrom thefeedend andendingat18cmfrom the discharge
end ofthe Plexiglass cylinder. Intotal there were twenty such openings.
Each sampling hole hada separate metal cover. Allsuch covers were tightly fixed toa
common operating rod heldinposition byguidesattached atadequate distancestotheouter
surface ofthe mixing cylinder. The covers were intheform of rectangular pieces of brass
drilled to accommodateascrewatthe place of contact with the sampling hole. Thescrew
could beloweredorraised sothatthesizeofthesampleofmaterialremovedcould be adjusted
as desired. The whole assembly rotated with the rotating cylinder.
To thedischarge endof thecommon rod operating thesampling holes' covers, a metal
lever(15)wasattached. Thislever, and consequently therod and thecovers,wasoperatedby
a camwhich moved forward and backward along themixer axis by means of an electromagnet. In its forward position thecam operated on the lever and thecovers of allthe
sampling holeswere simultaneously raised andsamples could thus becollected. Initsbackward positionthelever rotated freely with thecylinder and thecoversremained closedonthe
holes.Twospringsguaranteed thatthesamplingholesremainedfirmlyclosed,thuspreventing
any outflow ofmaterial.
Theelectro-magnet could beput onoroffbymeansofa specialelectricalswitch.When on,
the action of theelectro-magnet wasregulated by means of two differently notched metal
bars (16) attached totheside ofthe sample tubes tray. The ratio ofthe notches wasfiveto
one, thus astheclosely notched barprogressedfivepositions, theother barprogressed only
one position. Movement ofthe closely notched barwasdetermined byalever which wasin
turn acted upon byacam located onacylindrical metal stripfixedtotheouter wall ofthe
cylinder. After every revolution ofthe cylinder the cam raised the lever and allowed the tray
to advance one position. Atthefifth position thewidely notched baracted onanelectrical
button which caused theelectro-magnet to move itscamtotheforward position and thus
allow the removal ofsamples.Upon removalofthe samplesthe cam operated bytheelectromagnet moved backwardsand thesamplingholeswereclosed again.Inthiswaythe sampling
schedule allowed thecollection oftwenty samples simultaneously everyfiverevolutions.
Everysamplingholedelivered itsmaterialtoaseparatesample receivingfunnel (14)which
guided the particlestothesample tubes located below. The sample tubeswere ordinary testtubes of1.8cmdiameter cuttoa suitable height toallow free movement ofthe tubes under
the funnels. Thetubes were held onanaluminium tray bored at adequate intervals sothat
the funnels' openings corresponded with thecenter of thetubes after thetray moved five
positions,as determined bythe notched bar already described.Thetray isprovided with four
wheelswhich runonaspecialrailing,anditmovesunder theinfluence ofaweight hangingat
theendofaplastic rope, connected tothetray andpassing over apulley especially placedto
facilitate movement ofthe rope.
4.3. EXPERIMENTAL MATERIAL

The samematerial asused previouslywith the "SPAANS" mixerwasused here:
namely closely sized sand particles with diameters ranging between 0.4 mm
and 0.6 mm. The sand was coloured blue and red with the same pigments as
before viz. Methylene Blue and Waxoline Rhodamine (I.C.I.)- Material from
the different trials was not discarded but was used again after washing it with
water to remove the red pigment and then colouring allwith blue. The material
was then dried and sieved before use. For the red sand, it was necessary to dry,
sieve,colour, dry and resievenewbatches of sand every time. Sufficient material
was always prepared in advance so that the experimental work could proceed
without delay. The sand had the physical properties reported earlier.
4.4. PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATIONS

Theobject oftheseinvestigations wasto test theexperimental equipment and
to acquire more information about the sampling technique and its adequacy
for further studies.
From the introduction and the description of the mixer it becomes obvious
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that the sampling procedure to be used here differs from those which have
bsen usually used in mixing studies. The conventional and widely accepted
procedure of using a sampling thief to collect the samples, will be replaced by
a sampling method which removes samples from only a single point of the
mixture. For this purpose the samples will be removed from the layers of
material near to the rotating wall by the procedure described in section 4.3. The
object from such a sampling procedure was to avoid complicating the design
of the mixer and to try out a sampling method which does not cause excessive
disturbance to the mixture.
To carry out any trial itwasfirstnecessary to adjust themixer to the operating
conditions to be investigated. Adjustment of the speed of rotation was straight
forward and no special precautions were needed to get a constant speed. The
same holds for the angle at which the mixer was to be operated. The procedure
followed for thispurpose wasto take measurements ofdistances and computing
the angle made with the horizontal from trigonometric relations. The single
operating variable which required extreme care in its adjustment was the feed
rate. At this stage of the work it was not as yet required to adjust the feed rate
to acertain prescribed level, and for the purpose of the investigations carried
out here, it was sufficient to determine the quantity of material delivered by
eachvibrator inacertain period of time. For thispurpose themixerwas allowed
to rotate and one of the vibrators was allowed to deliver its material. After
some time when it was considered that no more accumulation of material was
taking place in the cylinder and thus a steady-state has been established, the
quantity of material discharged during a certain period of time was determined.
The same procedure was repeated for the second vibrator and the feed rate was
then considered to be thequantity of material delivered per unit time.
The sample size was also adjusted so as to contain about 160particles. This
was done by letting the mixer operate and collecting and counting several
samples from each sampling location. The screw in the sample holes covers was
then raised or lowered according to whether it was necessary to increase or
decrease the size of the sample under consideration. After thefirst adjustment,
another series of samples was collected and counted, and according to the
results the final adjustment was made.
The experimental work was started by a trial involving a speed of 5 r.p.m.
and a feed rate of 15.2 g/sec (sum of blue and red in a proportion of about
1:1). The mixer was operated at an angle of four degrees with the horizontal.
After the operating conditionswereadjusted, thetrial was started by allowing
the mixer to rotate and the vibrators to deliver their feed stream. This was
allowed to proceed for some time, during which the electro-magnet was kept
out of function. The material discharged was then determined at several short
periods oftime until it was observed that the feed rate wasmore or less constant
at the desired level. Once the feed rate was observed to be constant the mixer
was operated for several more minutes before sampling was started.
The electro-magnet was then switched on, and the sample tube tray was
allowed to move forward. Every five revolutions twenty samples were removed
automatically and this was allowed to proceed until in total only 15 samples
per sampling location were collected, although the tray could accept 17samples
from any one place. From the 15 samples only the last ten samples were used
for analysis. The choice of ten samples was only made to decrease the amount
of work required for the analysis, and although this number later proved to
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beinsufficient to get ahigh degree ofaccuracy, no effort wasmadeto increase
the number of samples because the amount of work required for sample
analysiswould havebecomeprohibitive.
During the trial the feed hoppers were kept completely and continuously
full. In ordertoprevent anyparticlesfrom falling intothe sampletubesduring
thefillingof the feed hoppers, a sheet of paper was used to cover the tubes
directly after receiving the samples.When samplingwasover,the electro-magnetwasswitchedout andthemixerstopped.Thetubeswerethenremoved from
thetray and arranged inthe order oftheir removal inawooden rackespecially
made for the purpose.
For analysiseach tubewasremoved in turn. The contents were spread over
the surface of a white piece of paper by gentle tapping and in a more or less
straight line in order to facilitate counting. The number of red and blue
particles were then counted by the aid of a magnifying glass and from the
counts the proportion of blue sand in the samples was determined and the
results were recorded in tabular form. For this initial trial the proportion of
bluesandinthetensamplesofthefirsttwelvesamplinglocationswasdetermined.
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Themeanproportionof bluesand(C) wasplotted against (z) the distance in
centimeters from the feed end, at which they were removed. The results are
giveninfigure13.Fromthisfigureitcanbeseenthat thequantity ofbluesand
at the wall of the mixer is high in the early part of the mixer and quicklydecreased to a more or less constant value. It required approximately 25 cm of
mixer length to reach this constant value. It is also seen that the composition
of samples at distances of less than 12.5cm could not be determined because
the boring of the sampling holes was started at this distance. Thus the true
shapeofthecurveinthisearlypart ofthemixerremains undetermined.
The quickness by which the sample composition reached a constant value,
raisedhoweverthequestion ofwhether thiswasentirelyduetomixingbrought
about bythemixeritself, orwhether itwasdueto themixingbrought aboutby
the intermingling of the two feed streams during their entry into the tube.
Visual inspection revealed that indeed an appreciable amount of mixing does
take place merely due to the fact that the twofeed streams during their entry
actually fall upon each other in an irregular way. Thus blue and red particles
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are already mixed to a high degree before they start their radial rotation in
harmony with the regular pattern of motion expected for mixers of the rotating
cylinder type.
Since it is the object of the present study to investigate the mixing brought
about by the mixer itself and not that which is due to the method of entry, it
became necessary to modify themixer inthis early part soasto avoid this entry
mixing as far as was practicable.
Accordingly two technical changes were made for this purpose. In the first
place a metal piece 9.0 cm high and 10.0 cm long was placed between the ends
of the plastic tubes projecting into the cylinder. The lower edge of the metal
piece was placed at approximately 0.3 cm above the wall of the cylinder
rotating beneath it. This was done to separate the two entering streams from
each other. The effect of this modification was that the blue particles falling on
one side of the metal piece moved from below the piece under the influence of
the rotating wall, and collected on the other side of the partition to form a
layer of entirely blue particles at the wall. At the same time the red particles
tended to fall above the blue layer. The two layers gradually accumulated to a
maximum possible height determined by a combination of feed rate, speed and
angle.
The second modification made to minimize the effect of entry mixing was to
polish the first 10.0 cm of the inner surface of the cylinder very smoothly. By
this modification it was hoped to increase the degree of slip at the wall so that
thematerial accumulated without undergoing an appreciable degree of rotation.
This precaution succeeded to fulfill its objective up to a certain extent. During
the early phases of the accumulation of the material in this part of the mixer,
itwas observed that indeed thematerial at thewalltended to exhibit an appreciableamount ofslipwithout acquiringanyapparent degreeofrotation. However,
by the time the accumulation has reached its maximum constant value the
rotation seen in mixers of the rotating cylinder type was obvious. Since the
material at the wall was entirely blue, the early part of the mixer showed only
blue particles with the red, except for the first one or two centimeters, being
completely hidden by the blue.
With these modifications completed two consecutivetrials involving 7 and 9
r.p.m. were performed. The vibrators were adjusted to deliver about 15.2
g/sec in the proportion of 0.6 blue to 0.4 red, and the mixer was operated at an
angle of about three degrees with the horizontal.
The experimental procedure used for these two trials followed the same lines
as that described earlier. In addition a further check on the feed rate was made
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and the quantity of material in the mixer was determined. The results of these
two experiments are reported in figure 14.This graph differs from the previous
one in that the mixing process was considered to start at 10cm from the feed
end. This decrease in distance wasmade because it was assumed that no mixing
took place in the first 10cm of the mixer because of the modifications described
earlier. As seen from the graph twelve points for the trial with 9 r.p.m. and
13 points with the trial of 7 r.p.m. have been reported. The reason is that the
analysis of the samples was continued only up to the point where the mean
proportion of blue sand tended to become more or less constant. Extra points
were assumed not to contribute much to the accuracy of the results. In any
case, sufficient points are available to give a fairly good idea about what can
be expected if further distances were analysed.
By comparison with figure 13 certain definite changes can be seen to have
taken place. It is obvious that the constancy of sample composition has been
delayed to more than fourty centimeters. The first sampling locations showed
mean compositions very near to hundred per cent, which indicates that the
modifications introduced fulfilled their objectives reasonably well. Furthermore,
the graph clearly shows that the first 10 cm of the mixer, which have been left
out of consideration, do not contribute much to the mixing process.
From figure 14 it can also be seen that the experimental points can be represented by a smooth curve and that these points closely fit the curve except at
the final part where greater fluctuations are seen to take place. It is further
evident that the curves for the two speeds studied did not coincide but actually
show a certain small but definite difference. The curves also indicate that the
final constant composition of the mixture is not the same for both trials.
Accordinglytheplot does not allow the drawing of any conclusions concerning
the effect of speed on the mixing process. What they do indicate, however, is,
as was expected, that the mixing process is one which tendsto an equilibrium
state.
The residence time distribution of the material in the mixer was also determined. Aswiththe "SPAANS" mixertheprocedure usedhereinvolved a stepwise
disturbance and the determination of the distribution of residence times from
the composition of the outlet stream. Only one trial was performed. It was
carried out at a speed of 10 r.p.m. and a feed rate (W) of 13.3 g/sec. The
quantity (G) of material accumulated in the mixer was found to be 2590 g.
Thus the mean (nominal) residence time (1)could be determined (i = G/W)
to be 194 seconds.
First red sand was allowed to flow through the mixer and several measurements on feed rate were made. When the amount of material discharged was
found to be constant at 13.3 g/sec and thus indicating that no accumulation
was taking place, the stream of red was shut off and that of blue turned on.
At this same instant the time of flow was registered, and the zero time of the
measurements was considered to be the time of change-over from the red to
the blue stream.
From the stream of material leaving the mixer approximately ten grams of
material were removed at definite time intervals by quickly moving a small
beaker glass through the outflowing stream. This sampling procedure was
started at 2min 35 sec from the time the stream of red was replaced by that of
blue. It was not necessary to take earlier samples because the boundary between red and blue in the flowing mass was clearly visible. Other samples were
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removed at 2min 50sec, 3min 8sec, 3min 20secand 3min 35sec respectively,
thus at approximately 15 sec intervals except for sample three which was removed at 18 sec from the time of sampling of the previous one. All sampling
times are of course approximate. Sampling was started just before the 15 sec
interval and ended just after this period.
Each of the five batches of material removed as described above was well
mixed and considered to represent the exit stream at the time of sampling.
After mixing, these batches were sub-sampled by means of a sampling thief.
From every initial batch, five samples of approximately 180particles each were
collected and analysed. The proportion of blue sand was determined from
counts as usual and themean value of everyfivesamples wastaken to represent
the composition of the exit stream at the time of sampling. The five mean
proportions thus derived were plotted against the dimensionless quantity
(t/~t) in figure 15.
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F-diagram for the rotary cylinder operated at 10 r.p.m.
and a feed rate of 13.3 g/sec.

From this it is seen that the experimental points can be represented by a
smooth curve which deviates from the vertical line representing piston flow.
The deviation is, however, not great and the excessive steepness of the experimental curve indicates that no appreciable degree of longitudinal mixing
takes place. Actually the experimental curve resembles those which have been
reported for fluids flowing in a turbulent regime [DANCKWERTS (1953b)].
4.5. MATHEMATICAL REPRESENTATION OF THE RESULTS

It has already been remarked that the plot of composition against distance
for different speeds did not allow the drawing of any conclusions concerning
the effect of rotational speed on the mixing process. Since it is the object of
this study to know more about the operating characteristics of the mixer it is
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necessary to have some suitable quantitative measure for the performance of
the mixer under different operating conditions.
Assuming a diffusion analogy, at first thought the most relevant approach
to the problem would beto treat the process quantitatively along lines similar
to thoseusedforfluids.Unfortunately itisnot easytoadopt suchaprocedure.
The difficulties involved willbecome clear from thediscussion givenbelow.
Of the three possible mechanisms of mixing that have been postulated, we
assumethat onlythoseofdiffusion and convection areimportant inamixerof
the type under consideration. Convective mixing will be of importance in the
first part of the mixer but after the process has proceeded for some time the
rate of diffusion willbe the controlling factor in the process. In order to simplify the problem somewhat we shall make the assumption that only a small
portion of the transfer isdueto convective mixing, sothat the convection rate
canbeincluded ina diffusion rate.
Under these assumptions, the problem at hand can thus be stated as one
which dealswith the radial transfer ofmass bytheprocess of diffusion, within
the mass of a uniformly moving substance, the cross-section of which is a
circular segment whose area is determined by the conditions under which the
mixerisoperated.
When the process is considered analogous to theflowof fluids in conduits,
by making a material balance around a differential element of volume, it can
beshownthattheprocessoftransfer canberepresented byapartial differential
equation of the following form:
dz

\dr2

xdr )

whereC(r,z)istheconcentration ofacertaincomponent ofthesystem,Disthe
coefficient of diffusion, vis theflowvelocity assumed to be constant, and zis
the distance in the direction offlow. In this equation the effect of axial diffusion is considered negligible, and cylindrical coordinates are used.
A solution of this equation for our boundary conditions is not known.
However it is possible to illustrate qualitatively the influence of the operating
variables by considering the idealized case where the circular segment is
replaced by a sector, in which the twomaterials to bemixedare initially arranged as infigure16.

FIG. 16.
Schematic illustration of the initial boundary conditions of the
systemfor whichthediffusion equation hasbeen solved.

Forthisspecialcasetheconcentration ofblueattheentranceisdescribedby:
C0(r) =

(0 for 0 < r <r 0

U tor r0 </• < a
and the solution for theappropriate boundary conditions canbeshown tobe:
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C(r,z)= (l-%
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where 7 0 indicates a Bessel function of the first kind and zero order,
Jx indicates a Bessel function of the first kind and first order,
ß« are the positive zeros of Jlt
and the other symbols have the same meaning as given previously.
The term 11—j I describes the situation of complete mixing at the entrance of the tube, while the subsequent terms are corrections for the degree of
deviation from such a picture. Actually this term represents the fraction of the
total volume of the system occupied by the blue particles, and it thus represents
theproportion ofbluepresent at equilibrium. For largevalues ofz,the equation
can thus be reduced to the following form:

AC

W ? 2r 0 ^(N 4 r ' ßl )
a

p!

V(fc)

From this it can be seen that deviation from equilibrium can be represented
by an exponential function involving distance, area of transfer and the linear
velocity of the system.
Because of the reasons given above and because of the absence of a better
alternative, we decided to try to represent our results by the following simple
expression:
AC

D pz

'

where AC = C« - Ceq = the difference between the proportion blue sand (Q)
at distance iin the mixer and that which ispresent at equilibrium (Ceg).
AC0 = the value of ACat zero distance
z = distance in centimeters along length of mixer
W = mass flow rate g/sec
p = bulk density of the material at rest g/cm3
D = a constant representing the rate of transfer and thus the rate of mixing
for the conditions under which the mixer is operated, cm2/sec
e = base to the natural logarithms.
When applying this equation one is faced with the difficulty of finding the
best value for the equilibrium concentration, Ceg.In batch mixing this difficulty
is not present because the quantities of blue and red sand are exactly known.
The same would have also been the case here if the feed mechanism was exact
and did not exhibit any fluctuations. With the equipment used in these studies
this did not prove to be the case, and the quantity of material delivered per
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unit time could not be taken as areliable estimate of the equilibrium concentration Ceq.
A reliable estimate could of coursebeacquired by analysing many pointsin
the constant part of the mixture and taking the average value of these points to
represent Ceq.Thisprocedure was,however, not adopted because itwould have
entailed an excessive amount of work fortheanalysis. In place of such a
procedure itwas decided todetermine Ceq by extending the fitted curve to a
point where the proportion of blue sand could more or less be considered
constant. This estimated constant value ofthe fitted curve was taken to represent Ceq.
Another source of error in applying the proposed equation is using the bulk
density of the material atrest in place of its bulk density in flow. The former
quantity is usually considered to be higher than the latter. As far as this study
is concerned the error introduced by making this approximation isofminor
importance, since weare only concerned here with finding some suitable
quantitative expression which allows themaking of reasonable conclusions
about the operating conditions of the mixer.
The simple equation givesastraight line if a plot of ÀC/AC 0 versus p • zjW
on semi-logarithmic paper ismade. The slope isnegative because AC/AC0
decreases with distance along the length of the mixer. Application of these
concepts totheresults of the two trials involving 7 and 9 r.p.m. givesthe
graphs offigure17.
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From the figure itisseen that the graphs are initially curved but quickly
tend to the linearity we hoped for.
Another point ofinterest which isclearly evident from the graphs, is the
fact that the process can only be followed up toa certain point. This reflects"
the inability of ten samples to detect further differences inconcentration after
this point. To be able tofollow the process further, statistical considerations
show that many samples would have to be analysed.
The plot offigure17also indicates that speed of rotation seems to have some
effect on the rate of mixing. However, because the difference issmall and the
scatter of the points about the fitted line is large no real meaning can be given
to the difference.
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Although the results reported above were encouraging yet they were too few
to have any real significant value. It thus became desirable to investigate the
effect of speed further. For this purpose it was necessary to adjust the feed
rates very accurately. This caused a lot of trouble and required much time and
work to study the operating characteristics of the available vibrators.
The procedure which was finally adopted involved letting the vibrators work
for at least two hours while empty before every trial. They were then stopped
and filled with material and the required feed rate was adjusted. During every
trial the feed rate was checked. If the results were satisfactory the samples were
analysed. If an excessive deviation was observed the samples were discarded
and the trial repeated.
Another problem wasthat by continuous use of the cylinder its inner surface
lost much of its initial roughness. However, it was sufficiently rough to prevent
the excessive slip observed when it was new. The effect of surface roughness has
been investigated and will be dealt with later.
4.6. INVESTIGATION OF SEVERAL OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MIXER

A systematic study of the possible variables would cost such a tremendous
amount of time that we were forced to restrict ourselves to a few exploratory
experiments. Furthermore, the simple design of the machine investigated did
not allow the study of a great many variables. Of the several possible factors
which can influence the performance of the machine as a continuous solids
mixer only rotational speed, feed rate, wall roughness and the relative proportions of the materials mixed were briefly studied. The angle of inclination
was kept constant at approximately 3degrees.
Speed of rotation. It was observed that, for a constant feed rate the rotational
speed of the mixer could only be varied within a limited range. At a certain low
speed it was found that the material flowing through the cylinder tended to
accumulate to a height which allowed it to overflow through the inlet opening.
On the other hand, at a speed not much higher than the previous one, the
material did not accumulate in sufficient quantity to allow the characteristic
tumbling motion of the particles to take place. Within the limits of such a
narrow range of possible operation, only a few closely spaced speeds could be
investigated.
It is clear that one of the effects of speed is that it determines the quantity of
material accumulated in the cylinder. The probable pattern which the blue and
red particles tend to follow in arranging themselves in the mixer after their
entry has been dealt with in section (4.4). There, it has been indicated that the
particles after their entry tend to collect on one side of the cylinder under the
influence of the rotating wall. For a certain material, accumulation will proceed
until a maximum possible height which will be determined by the conditions
under which the mixer is operated. The accumulated layer will finally assume
an inclined position.
The way the mixing process is affected by speed will be discussed from the
results of four trials. The trials were carried out at speeds of 10, 12, 14and 16
r.p.m. respectively. Herewith an attempt was made to keep the feed rate and
thus the relative proportions of blue to red at the same constant value by the
procedure previously explained. The determined values are given in the tables
accompanying figures 18 and 19. From these it will be observed that the feed
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FIG. 18.

C vs.distance.Experimental results for
different rotational
speeds.

rate aswellastheequilibrium proportion werenot constant from trial to trial.
However, the observed discrepancies are of minor importance as far as the
present discussion isconcerned and willat themoment beleft out of consideration.
Infigure18the results ofthe sample analysis ofthe four trialsare given.By
reference to the figure it will be observed that for the first three speeds the
experimental points can be described fairly wellby a smooth curve.The same
does not hold for the results of the fourth trial which involved a speed of 16
r.p.m. For thistrialthespeedwastoohighsothat noappreciable radialmovement of the particles took place. Evidently not much mixing has taken place
up to 70cm of mixer length, at which point the sample analysis was stopped.
Theproportion ofbluesandat thedifferent pointsfluctuatesbetweenhighand
low values in an erratic manner. Thefluctuationsalso indicate that the composition ofthedifferent points does not follow any definite pattern andmerely
depends on the proportion of blue to red at themoment of sampling.
The sudden change in composition between the first two sampling points
can also be explained. During the trial it was observed that the layer at the
wall was still blue. However, above this layer, a layer of red could also be
seen. The red layer remained above the blue layer until a short distance after
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the partitioning metal piece, whereupon it curved downwards toward the
bottom of the accumulated material, thus accounting for the sudden increase in
red between these two sampling points.
The difference between the regular pattern observed for the first three trials
and the erratic behaviour of the fourth is also reflected in the type of surface
observed in the two cases.This can be seen in the pictures of plate 4.In picture
(1) of this plate, the surface is complete and represents that surface which
exists when the operating conditions of the mixer allow the characteristic
tumblingmotion of theparticles to take place. It is the type of surface required
for mixing to take place in mixers of the type investigated. However, when the
feed rate is too low or the speed is too high, the continuous and complete
surface breaks up into two distinct planes as is clearly seen from picture 2 of
the plate. The presence of such a surface reflects the failure of the machine to
establish its mixing mechanism under the operating conditions prevailing.
With the equilibrium proportions determined from figure 18 a plot of
AC/AC0 vs. pz/W for the trials with 10, 12 and 14 r.p.m. has been made in
figure 19. The curves reveal the same general features of the curves reported
earlier in section (4.5).
However, the lines are more clearly separated and the different slopes of
the linear portion of the curves indicate that speed exercises some effect on
the mixing process. To show the relation existing between speed and the slopes
of the curves, the value of D was determined for every curve by measuring the
slope of the linear part and multiplying by 2.303 to convert from common to
natural logarithms. A plot of D against speed is given in figure 20. This shows
that D increases with increasing speed. For the range of speeds studied, the
relationship between D and r.p.m. seems to be linear.
0.8

Constant feed rate
of appro». 22,30 g / s e c .

•a.
"E0.7

0.6

_

u
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FIG 20
Rate of mixing vs.rotational speed. Values of rate of
tï mixing are obtained from the slope of the linear
portions of Fig. 19as described in the text.

Conclusion. When the previous results are considered together, it can be
concluded that inmixers ofthetype considered, increasing the speed of rotation
will continuously increase the rate of mixing up to a certain limit after which
further increase in speedwillresult inthefailure ofthemachine tomix properly.
Proportion and Surface Roughness. Two pairs of trials were performed to
study the effect of these factors. Apart from the degree of roughness of the
cylinder and the proportion of blue to red, the other variables were held
constant within the practical limits possible. Thus all four trials were carried
out ata speed of 14r.p.m. and carewastaken tokeep the feed rate close to the
average value of 22.3g/sec. The exact values as well as the amounts of material
accumulated in the mixer in every case aregiven inthe tables accompanying the
graphs of the results.
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In order toadjust forproportion, the necessary quantities ofblue and red
were computed from the total feed rate of22.3 g/sec. Each vibrator was then
adjusted in turn to deliver the quantity required. The first of the two vibrators
was, however, only roughly adjusted to deliver aquantity of material approximately near to that required. The second vibrator was then adjusted to deliver
a stream of material which together with that of the first brought the total feed
rate to 22.3g/sec. The work to produce aconstant feed rate was so tedious that
no effort was made toget adefinite proportion ofblue tored from trialto
trial.
Each pair of trials was performed ata level of surface roughness of the
cylinder, different from that atwhich the other pair was carried out. The first
pair of trials, which will be indicated in the graphs by I, was performed witha
cylinder surface which had lostmuch of itsinitial roughening due to continuous
usage of the machine. The second pair oftrials which shall be indicated byII
was carried out after all the trials reported inthis study were performed. For
the purpose ofthese trials, the inner surface ofthe cylinder was roughened
again by longitudinal stroking withapiece of coarse sand paper in the manner
previously described. Thus the term degree ofroughness referred tohere, is
only qualitative incharacter and noeffort was made to express thelevelof
roughness inaquantitative way.
The results ofthe four trials are reported in figures 21, 22, 23 and 24. As
usual the plot of figure 21 was used todetermine the equilibrium concentrations necessary for plotting figure 22.Itis obvious from the graphs offigure21
that the equilibrium concentrations widely differed from trial totrial.
In figure 22, the pair of curves at the top represents the trials performed ata
low level ofsurface roughness Iand that at the bottom represents the trials
carried out atahigh level ofsurface roughnessII.
Conclusions. From figure 22, itcan be seen that atthe same level ofsurface
roughness, the linear parts of the curves run parallel to each other. Thus theD
values are equal and themixing rate does not seemto be affected by proportion.
When AC instead ofAC/AC 0 was plotted against pz/W, itwas found that
the results ofeach pair oftrialscould be represented byasinglelineasisevident
from figures 23 and 24. Thus apart from the initial part ofthe curve it seems
that the rate with which equilibrium isreached is the same for ahigh as fora
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low proportion of blue to red. The only evident difference between mixing
materials of different proportions seems to be reflected in the form of the
early part of the plot. The tendency to linearity seems to be reached much
quickerfor proportionsnear 1 :1 thanfor widerproportions ofbluetored.
Thetwopairsoftrialshad,however,different slopes.TheDvaluesdetermined
for each pair were found to be 0.73 and 0.90 cm2/secrespectively. Thisclearly
demonstrates that surface roughness affects the rate of mixing. Ahigher level
of surface roughness results in a higher rate.
FeedRate.For the samereasons stated in the discussion concerned with the
effect of speed ofrotation, thefeed rate couldnot bevariedwithin widelimits.
Adjustment of the machine to study this effect was greatly facilitated by the
fact that proportion had no effect on the rate of mixing. The results of five
trials will be used-to illustrate in which way the feed rate affects the mixing
process.
The experimental procedure followed was relatively simple. All that was
required to carry out a new trial was to adjust the vibrators to deliver a total
quantity of material different from that delivered per unit time in the other
trials. No effort was thus made to get the same proportion of blue to red in
the different trials. Aswill be observed the equilibrium concentrations for the
different trialsvariedtoagreatdegreefrom trialtotrial.
Of the five trials three were carried out at 10 r.p.m. while the other two
involved a speed of 12r.p.m. The trials with a speed of 10r.p.m. will bediscussedfirst.

FIG.25.

Cvs.distance.Experimental results for
different feed rates
and constant rotational speed of 10
r.p.m.

FIG. 26. Log AC/AC0 vs. pz/Wfor different feed rates as indicated.
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Figures 25 and 26 represent the usual way of expressing-the results. From
figure 26 it is evident that the feed rate has an appreciable effect on the performance of the machine. The relation between the D values and feed rate can
be observed from figure 27. A high feed rate results in a low value and the
reverse is true. The rate of mixing therefore decreases with increasing feed
rate. The decrease is at first fast but quickly tends to diminish in magnitude.
It seems that at feed rates greater than 23 g/sec for a speed of 10r.p.m., the D
values will eventually tend to a constant minimum value, the other operating

FIG.28.

C vs. distance. Experimental results for different feed rates and constant speed of 12 r.p.m.
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conditions being kept constant. On the other hand as the feed rate decreases
the rate of mixing increases. Although it is not evident from the plot of figure
27, the previous findings indicate that at a certain level of wall roughness there
will also be an upper limit to the increase in D values.
The results of the two trials with 12 r.p.m. are given in figures 28 and 29.
The clear difference in the slopes of the curves which involve feed rates of
22.0 g/sec and 17.8g/sec also confirms the findings reported above.
Conclusion.From the previous results it can be concluded that mixing occurs
at a faster rate for low feed rates than for high feed rates, the speed being
constant.
4.7. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In the previous pages we have generally assumed that the mixing mechanism
of the mixer studied is similar to a diffusion process. This assumption was
based on the work carried out in the field of batch mixing mentioned in chapter 2. It is not, however, easy to define what is meant by diffusive mixing nor
is it easier to differentiate between it and the mixing produced by convection
and shear. As a rough approximation we may assume that when the scale of
turbulence causing the mixing is smaller than the sample size, the mechanism
of mixing can be described as "diffusive".
If in a mixer a particle finds no concentration changes of its environment on
its main path induced by the mixer motion, but only concentration gradients
normal (perpendicular) to that main path, the mixing is caused by lateral
turbulent deviations of the particles from their paths. Diffusive mixing occurs
if the scale of lateral turbulence is smaller than the sample size.
In our rotary cylinder the materials are initially convectively mixed till the
concentration contours (lines normal to the concentration gradients) coincide
with the particle stream lines, then mixing becomes diffusive if the turbulence
scale is small enough.
Quantitatively, a distinction between the contributions made by convection
and diffusion in the mixing process is impossible and would also serve little
value. The important thing is that after the mixing process has proceeded for
some time, the diffusion rate in all probability becomes the limiting factor for
the mixing rate. Furthermore, the quantitative expressions developed for
diffusion processes can be extended well into the range of those transfer
processes taking place by convection. Because of these reasons we feel justified
in referring to the process by the term "diffusive mixing".
It might be argued, that the concentration alone as used in this study does
not provide precise information about the mixture quality. This is not likely,
however, because it is usually considered that in diffusive mixing the particles
at a certain place in the mixture are completely and randomly mixed in a
statistical sense irrespective of the local composition of the mixture. On the
other hand, for a diffusion process there exists some proportionality between
the rate at which the concentrations decrease their deviations from the average
and themomentary values of these concentration deviations. The proportionality depends on the effectiveness of the mixing process to the extent that the
ratio between the deviations from the average and the declining rate of these
deviations is an adequate measure of the effectiveness of the mixing process,
provided that the pattern of the deviations has become "self-preserving".
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Although the sampling method adopted in our studies might not provide
precise information about the mixture quality, it does still adequately provide
the more important information about the rate of improvement of the mixture
quality, because this rate could be considered to be identical with the rate of
decrease of the concentration at any point in the mixture. In any case, we
thought it unnecessary to adopt an alternative sampling procedure because
apart from the practical design difficulties which had to be solved, the sampling
method used did give fairly satisfactory results.
When the results of the measurements themselves are considered, it will be
observed that the estimated mean values were far from satisfactory in the later
parts of the curves. This is not, however, due to the sampling procedure itself
but rather to the increase of the standard error of the mean as the sample
proportions approach a value of 1:1. This is a characteristic feature for
sampling from a Binomial distribution since the value of the variance has a
maximum when the proportion of the components is 1: 1. Ten samples were
thus insufficient to give a high degree of accuracy.
The necessity to avoid mixing of the entering feed streams was of course
determined by the objectives of the experimental investigation. Applying the
mixer for mere mixing, previous mixing would of course be of advantage.
However, for investigating the performance of the machine itself it was
necessary that the deviations from the completely mixed state be made as large
as was practically possible.
Thus the aim for introducing the modifications at the early part of the mixer
was to delay the start of the investigated mixing action to a point immediately
before the first sampling point. It wastherefore reasonable to measure the mixer
length from that point. Also because the decay in concentration difference was
considered to be logarithmic with distance, we should bejustified in measuring
this length from any place within the range for which the consideration of
logarithmic decay is valid. However taking some point in the modified part of
the cylinder as zero point for distances would have been wrong because the
mixing mechanism is different from the one we investigate and furthermore we
had made no provisions for measuring the state of mixedness in this early part
of the mixer.
It must beconfessed, however, that the first samplingpoint located at 12.5cm
from the feed end of the mixer did not always give good results. This was
especially true for the trials which had a high proportion of blue to red sand.
Byreference to figure 21, it will be observed for example that for the upper two
trials, the composition of blue sand for this first sampling point is not plotted.
The reason here was that the samples removed from this point contained more
red particles than the following point. However the red particles were observed
to be composed of scales, fines and dust. Accordingly it was concluded that
sinceitwasimpossible to cleanthesandperfectly, thisdebristended to segregate
in this part of the mixer and thus the samples removed from this first point had
to be left out of consideration.
Leaving the previous considerations apart we shall now discuss the experimental results. From the four variables investigated it was found that only the
relative proportions of the materials mixed had no effect on the rate of mixing.
Although this was to be expected, since there is no reason to believe that a
mixer can differentiate between particles of different colours, yet there seems to
be no general agreement about this subject in batch mixing. For example
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GAYLE and GARY (1960) from

experimental studies came to the conclusion that
proportion seems to have some effect on the mixing rate. On the other hand,
LACEY (1954) from purely theoretical considerations came to the conclusion
that mixing materials in different proportions only affects the early part of the
process to which he referred as the transient part. According to him, once
these transients disappear, the process will proceed at an equal rate for all
proportions of materialsmixed.Theduration of thetransient period is determinedbytherelativeproportions ofthematerials,itisshortestfora 1:1 proportion
and tends to become longer as the proportion of the materials mixed becomes
wider. These conclusions are in good agreement with our results with the only
difference that LACEY'S plot of the diffusion equation does not show the same
trends observed in our study. However, he plotted the diffusion equation in the
form of the variance and not in the form of a difference in proportions, as we
did, which fact can account for the disagreement between the two types of
curves. It is clear, however, from our results that proportion has no effect on
the mixing rate.
The other variables investigated are definitely related to one another and
accordingly will be discussed together. We have observed that at a certain
level of surface roughness, the mixing rate can be increased by increasing the
rotational speed and decreasing the feed rate. On the other hand when the
speed and feed rate are held constant, the rate of mixing can be increased by
increasing the surface roughness. Taken together these observations indicate
that potentially the degree of surface roughness of the rotating cylinder is the
determining factor for themaximum mixingratesthat canbeachieved. Whether
this maximum is achieved or not is determined by the speed and feed rate used
under a certain set of operating conditions.
For any speed there seems to be no optimum feed rate at which the mixer
should be operated in order to get the fastest degree of mixing. To acquire the
fastest degree of mixing the mixer should be operated at a feed rate very close
to that minimum value at which the used speed can still produce mixing. Also
it is possible to acquire higher mixing rates from a combination of a low speed
and a low feed rate than when a higher speed is used with a higher feed rate,
irrespective of the total quantity of material accumulated in the mixer. These
facts can be observed from table 8, in which the D values and the quantity of
material accumulated for several combinations of speed and feed rate are given.
TABLE8. Several D values for different operating conditions.
Feedrate(g/sec.)

D (cm2/sec.)

12
14

17.83
22.17

0.83
0.73

2850
3150

10
14

19.50
22.17

0.77
0.73

3850
3150

10
12

20.67
22.00

0.67
0.68

4190
3700

Speed(r.p.m.)

Mat.inmixer(g)

For a certain degree of surface roughness there is a limit to the improvements that can be brought about by increasing the rotational speed. To make
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themass rotate at a higher speed thewallmust exert alarger friction force on it.
At the moment this needed friction force exceeds its maximum possible value,
slipping takes place, causing the friction force to breakdown to a much lower
value, whereupon the rotating wall loses its power to maintain the tumbling
motion of theparticles.The surface on which the tumbling of theparticles takes
place becomes incomplete, the quantity of material transported bythe wall to
the top of the accumulated heap of material becomes very small, and mixing
takes place at a negligible rate. Also, because the friction force is related to the
force pressing two sliding surfaces together, the breakdown in the friction
force takes place at a lower speed for a low feed rate than for a high feed rate,
irrespective of the effectiveness of the mixing performed in both cases.
The main conclusion that can be drawn from the discussion of the experimental results is that the performance of a rotating cylinder as a continuous
mixing device for solids is entirely determined by complex friction phenomena,
and that transverse mixing is the main mixing mechanism for such mixers.

CHAPTER 5

GENERAL DISCUSSION
Notwithstanding the obvious advantages of a continuous process, until now
the industrial application of continuous mixing of solids is relatively limited.
Batch mixing is still the usual method. This is probably due to two reasons. In
the first place continuous mixing involves specific difficulties, which are not
easily solved. In the second place there is a serious lack of knowledge about
continuous mixing of solids. Up to the present this process has been scarcely
studied.
There are several ways to carry out continuous mixing in practice. For
instance a number of batch mixersmight be arranged in seriesand the materials
to bemixed are transferred ina continuous stream through them. This however
does not seem to us to be an attractive method. Also one can use the intensive
turbulence existing in pneumatic conveying systems or in fluidised beds. In
both cases mixing takes place almost instantaneously. These methods however
have several disadvantages. A "pneumatic mixer" has a very small hold-up;
it isextremely sensitive to fluctuations in the feed streams; there is practically
no buffering action. The emphasis will then be on a very good control of the
feed streams. This disadvantage does not seem to be insurmountable. More
serious however is the problem of separating the solids from the transporting
air without segregation. In principle this is difficult to avoid, when the particles
of the mixture differ in size and density, which in practice is usually the case.
Fluidised beds give rise to the same objections, but to a somewhat different
degree. This method has the additional disadvantage that it is difficult to
fluidisea mixture ofwidely differing particles.The application of the mentioned
methods will be very limited, unless further research reveals appropriate
solutions for these difficulties.
More commonly used for continuous solids mixing are those mixers which
produce flow and mixing by employing either a mechanical element rotating
in a stationary trough or a rotating cylinder with or without internal flights
and other lifting devices. The former are exemplified by the ribbon mixers
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and the several possible adaptations of a screw conveyor to perform effective
mixing, while the latter are represented by the horizontal or inclined rotary
cylinders.
In this studytwo of the last types ofmixersmentioned havebeen investigated.
We have to emphasize, however, that our study is limited to the simplest case
of mixing two free-flowing materials of particles of the same size, form and
other properties, such as density, roughness, the tendency to agglomerate etc.
It is clear that mixing, batch or continuous, will be much more difficult if the
materials differ in these properties. Undoubtedly it is dangerous to generalize
our results. In particular this holds true with respect to the observed mixing
rates. It is questionable even whether good mixing, batch or continuous, is
at all possible if the materials differ strongly. One might imagine that in the
operating mixer a good degree of mixing is obtained, but this will be lost on
stopping and unloading a batch mixer, and during the outflow and collection
of the mixture produced by a continuousmixer, respectively. In our opinion a
continuous mixer might be advantageous for hard mixing tasks. It is highly
important that this will be investigated further.
On the other hand it is impossible to decide whether a mixture is good or
bad, unless the purposes for which it is made are defined. This means that in
some cases, a mixture which by certain standards would be considered bad,
would still be acceptable for some practical purpose. Because mixing of dry
solids is widely applied in industry, it is impossible to define requirements
that satisfy all practical cases.
Although our study has been limited to a fundamentally simple case of
mixing, it still has substantially improved our knowledge about the process.
At the start of our work, quantitative nor qualitative information was available
to us. Now we have a broader insight into the problem, we understand in
broad lines what takes place in a continuous mixer and we know which factors
play a more or less important role. Also our work provides good starting
points for further investigations.
The mixers investigated differ strongly in the manner by which mixing is
produced. One,a small scale "SPAANS"mixer, produces mixing by mechanical
agitation, while the other a plain rotating cylinder, depends on gravitational
and frictional forces. The difference between the two types of mixers bears
some analogy with the difference between forced convection and natural convection combined with diffusion in heat and mass transfer operations. A
common feature of the two mixers is that the completion of the mixing process
is accelerated by an increase in rotational speed. At high speeds mixing becomes so rapid that only a small mixer would be required to perform the
desired task. Actually the mixers have large capacities with respect to their
sizes. Besides the speed also the feed rate has appreciable effect on the performance of the two mixers, although the effects of these two factors are more
pronounced in the rotary cylinder than in the "SPAANS" mixer. For the rotary
cylinder operating at a certain feed rate, a small change in r.p.m. can influence
the mixing rate from rapid to slow or almost no mixing.
Both mixers show longitudinal mixing, but this phenomenon is much more
pronounced in the "SPAANS" mixer than in the rotary cylinder. For the
"SPAANS" mixer the length equivalent to a perfect mixer L', is increased by an
increase of the mixer length L, increase of the pitches of screw and ribbon and
by an increase of the rotational speed. Longitudinal mixing is effective in
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smoothing out fluctuations in the composition of the feed streams and might
even allow cruder methods of feeding the mixer. Clearly these different possibilities deserve further investigation.
It is very difficult to say how much the longitudinal mixing in the case of
constant feed streams contributesto theimprovement ofthemixture quality.We
think that in a rotary mixer longitudinal mixing is not of great importance.
However,ina "SPAANS"typemixeritseemsthatlongitudinalmixing contributes
considerably to the total mixing because the concentration pattern is very
irregular.
In the rotary cylinder transverse mixing is determined by friction phenomena
while for the "SPAANS" mixer it seems to be related to the general design of the
mixing element. In the latter, mixing takes place in a variable (nonconstant)
way. Actually from the design of the mixing element one would expect that
the improvement in mixture quality would take place by alternate steps of
fast and slowmixing.Fastmixingwouldbeexpectedatthemeetingpoints of the
slugs of material transported by the screw conveyor and the ribbon, while slow
mixing would occur in the material as it slides along the helicoidal surfaces of
the screw and the ribbon. Although there is not sufficient evidence to indicate
that this actually happens inthemixer, such a description provides a reasonable
explanation for the observed irregular behaviour of the mixing process.
Small changes inthe design ofthemixing element canbring about substantial
improvement in the performance of the mixer. When the diameter of the screw
conveyor was slightly under a certain limit value, the mixer did not function
properly. Also when a mixing element with larger pitches of the screw conveyor
and the ribbon was used, the distribution of the components of the mixture
throughout the mixer's trough was better than when a mixing element with
shorter pitches was used. Another point which might be overlooked is the
simple fact that the performance of the "SPAANS"mixer is definitely influenced
by the quality of the finish and the care taken in the construction of the mixing
element. Special attention should be paid to the clearance made between the
rotating ribbon and the stationary wall. This should be made as small as is
practically possible in order to avoid undesirable logging of material in the
bottom of the trough.
In view of the difference in mixing mechanisms the most appropriate way
to study the two mixers differed. In all probability every type of continuous
mixer would require a special experimental procedure and a special way of
treating the results.
Because of the irregular character of the mixing process in the "SPAANS"
mixer, the relation between the mixer length and a mixing index could not be
expressed mathematically. For such a mixer the only characteristic for the
mixing rate is the minimal length at which mixing is complete.
This isin contrast to the rotary cylinder. Here mixing is smooth and gradual.
We attempted to study the mixingmechanism of the rotary cylinder by making
an analogy with diffusion. An exact mathematical expression representing the
processwasdifficult toacquire.Insteadasimplified equationwasused. Although
such an equation allowed us to draw some useful conclusions, still it can only
be considered as a very rough first approximation. Actually the used equation
did not cover the results completely, nor is it expected to hold at all when
materials with segregating tendencies aremixed. In thisequation the volumetric
flow rate was expressed as the feed rate divided by the bulk density of the
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material at rest and was thus assumed to be constant from place to place in
the mixer. This is true, but strictly speaking we were not completelyjustified in
replacing the product a 2 . v. (see section 4.5) by the volumetric flow rate
W/p, because the shape of the cross-section of the layer and so the ratio
between the cross-sectional area and a2 changed along the mixer. Allowance
for the change of this ratio would entail rather complex mathematical equations, such as that reported by KRAMERS and CROOKEWIT (1952). The simple
equation used, served however its purpose rather satisfactory, and as far as the
present study is concerned a greater degree of accuracy was not considered
to be essential.
Rotary cylinders (kilns) are often used not only for mixing but at the same
time for handling a continuous flow of granular materials in drying, humidifying, heating, cooling, etc. For this reason they are still investigated by several
workers. Examples of the work carried out in this field can be found in articles
of VÀHL and KINGMA (1952) and KRAMERS and CROOKEWIT (1952). From
theoretical considerations these authors developed equations for the volumetric
flow, the hold-up, the mean residence time and the power requirements for
plain horizontal and inclined cylinders.They also carried out some experimental
work which shows that the results of their theoretical derivations are in good
accordance with the values obtained from their experiments. Unfortunately
this work came to our notice only after the experimental work carried out in
this study was finished. No quantitative comparison can be made between our
findings and theirs, since we did not determine most of the variables required
for this purpose.
Their theoretical work was based on the assumption that no sliding takes
place at the cylinder wall. They attribute longitudinal flow entirely to the axial
component of the cascading movement of the particles. In our opinion this is
only one of two limiting cases,the other limiting casebeingamovement entirely
determined by sliding. Our results indicate that in practice both mechanisms
operate simultaneously. Thetangential friction force must be sufficient to result
in the exceedance of the angle of reposeby the accumulated material inorder to
maintain the cascading motion of the particles.
From dimensional analysis it might be expected, that the apparent diffusion
coefficient in a rotary cylinder is proportional to the square of the diameter of
the cylinder and to its rotational speed, provided that the other dimensions
remain geometrically similar and the same materials are used. This would lead
to the conclusion that the improvement in mixture quality for every increase in
length, equal to one cylinder diameter, should be the same, for the same ratio
between hold-up and cylinder volume. Our results do not agree with this; for
a combination of low feed rate and low rotational speed the improvement of
mixture quality per unit length of our rotary mixer was better than for a high
feed rate and a high speed but the same hold-up. The only explanation is, that
in the latter case, the contribution of sliding to the longitudinal transport is
higher. This makes extrapolation of our results to other mixer dimensions
rather risky. This is even more so for the case of the "SPAANS" mixer.
From our discussion it becomes evident that the performance of continuous
solids mixers is not really determined by the mixing rate. Greater attention
should be paid to their design with the object of increasing their effectiveness
as solids mixing devices and to make them suitable for performing hard mixing
tasks.
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Similar conclusions have also been arrived at in batch mixing. A good
example here is the work of RUMPF and MUELLER (1962). These authors
studied the performance of centrifugal mixers and concluded that mixing time
is not of decisive importance for the development and design of mixers for the
handling of dry solids. More important factors are the design of the mixing
elements, power consumption and material properties.
Thus length in continuous mixers and time in batch mixers should not be
taken as the main criterions for the performance of solids mixers. Increasing
the length or the time will not necessarily guarantee good results and in most
cases would only be wasteful. For a continuous mixer, the length required for
a certain job is determined by material properties, the characteristics of the
feed streams and an economic balance between operating and capital costs.

CHAPTER 6

SUMMARY
The continuous mixing of solids affords several advantages over batchwise
operation. In view of the increasing importance of continuous mixing and
the fact that up till now no or at least nearly no systematic experimental work
has been carried out in this field, it was decided to start with such work. The
results are reported in this thesis.
In chapter 2 the theoretical aspects of solids mixing are considered. The
most important literatureisreviewed. Itappears that arather extensive literature
already exists about batch mixing; on the other hand there are only a few
publications related to the theoretical aspects of continuous mixing. Consecutively the chapter deals with: the mechanisms of the process, the different
methods of defining and analysing mixture quality (mixing index), the segregation effect, the rate of mixing, the differences between batch and continuous
mixing and the residence time distribution in continuous flow systems.
From all this it appears that the physical properties of the materials play
an important role; and only when the particles are uniform in size and other
physical properties is it possible to describe and analyse the mixing process
quantitatively. When however the materials differ in properties, the mixing
processbecomes extremely complex and isverydifficult to handle quantitatively
from both points ofview ofmixture quality aswellasmixing rate. Furthermore
it is concluded that the best method available to characterise a mixture of
materials which shows no segregation is by means of the Chi-Square statistic.
Also the conclusion is drawn that the ever present longitudinal mixing in
continuous mixers can be studied by determination of the spread in residence
times.
Since relatively little is known about continuous mixing, it was decided to
start with a study of the simplest case, namely the mixing of uniform particles
possessing the same properties. Accordingly the emphasis came to lie on
machine characteristics. Therefore two common types of mixers were investigated.
In chapter 3 the experiments with a semi-technical "SPAANS" mixer are
described.Thismixerproducesmixingbymeansofascrewconveyor surrounded
by a helical ribbon which transports the material in a direction opposite to
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that of the screw. The progress of the mixing process along the length of the
machinewasstudied asa function oftherotational speed ofthemixing element;
for this purpose two different designs were used. The results were plotted as
Chi-Square versus mixer length. It was observed that mixing proceeded rapidly
but irregularly. The degree of mixing as function of length could not be expressed mathematically. The rate of mixing is only reflected by the minimal
length necessary for apparent completion of mixing. This length is decreased
for higher rotational speeds. The design of the mixing element appears to
have a great influence on the performance of the mixer.
Next, the spread in residence times was measured; and this was observed to
be appreciable. It was concluded that transverse mixing is more important
than longitudinal mixing in order to achieve good results.
Chapter 4 reviews the experiments carried out with a plain, rotating, slightly
inclined cylinder. The mixing mechanism in this machine is entirely different
from that in the previously described mixer. Whereas in the "SPAANS" mixer
a kind of "forced convection" is induced by mechanical means in the rotary
cylinder something like "natural convection" in combination with "diffusion"
takes place due to upward displacement of the material as a result of wall
friction, followed by flow over the surface present at the angle of repose. The
mixing in this cylinder proceeds gradually. In view of the mixing mechanism
the experimental results for thiscaseweretreated inanalogy with the smoothing
out of concentration differences by diffusion. For this purpose AC/AC0 was
plotted versus mixer length. An attempt was made to state an exact equation
for the mixing process; this proved to be impossible. Therefore a simple
equation wasused in order to compare themixing rates observed under various
operating conditions.
The influences of the rotational speed, the wall roughness of the cylinder,
the feed rate and the proportion of the materials, on the mixing rate were
investigated. Apparently the mixing rate is increased by increasing rotational
speed, increasing wall roughness and decreasing feed rate. However, no optimal
operating conditions were observed, although there are limits within which
mixing proceeds properly. Proportion had no effect on the mixing rate.
Longitudinal mixing was studied for this mixer too; this proved to be very
limited in extent, at least for the slight inclination used.
Finally the results are discussed in chapter 5, and in particular the mixing
mechanismsareconsidered. Therisksofgeneralising our resultsare emphasized.
Some remarks about the practical application of continuous solids mixing are
made.
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CHAPTER 7

SAMENVATTING
Het continu mengen van vaste stoffen biedt tegenover ladingsgewijs werken
verschillende voordelen. In verband met de toenemende betekenis van continu
mengen en de omstandigheid dat hierover tot nu toe geen of althans zeer weinig systematisch, experimenteel onderzoek is verricht, werd besloten een begin
temaken met zulk onderzoek. De resultaten zijn vastgelegd in dit proefschrift.
In hoofdstuk 2 wordt een beschouwing gegeven over de theoretische aspecten van de menging van vaste stoffen. Daarbij wordt de voornaamste literatuur
besproken. Het blijkt dat over ladingsgewijs mengen reeds een tamelijk omvangrijke literatuur bestaat; daarentegen zijn er slechts enkele publicaties die
verband houdenmet detheoretische aspecten van continuemenging. Achtereenvolgens worden in dit hoofdstuk besproken: de mechanismen van het proces,
deverschillende methoden om de kwaliteit van een mengsel (graad van menging) te definiëren en te analyseren, het segregatie-effect, de snelheid van menging, de verschillen tussen ladingsgewijs en continu mengen en de spreiding in
de verblijfsduur bij laatstgenoemde werkwijze.
Uit dit allesblijkt dat de fysische eigenschappen van de temengen materialen
een belangrijke rol spelen; slechts wanneer de te mengen deeltjes uniform zijn
in afmetingen en fysische eigenschappen is het mogelijk het mengproces in
kwantitatieve zin te beschrijven en te analyseren. Wanneer de materialen echter verschillende eigenschappen hebben wordt het mengproces uitermate complex en zeer moeilijk kwantitatief te behandelen, zowel ten aanzien van de
kwaliteit van het mengsel als van de mengsnelheid. Voorts wordt geconcludeerd, dat de beste methode om een mengselvanmaterialen, diegeen segregatie
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vertonen, te karakteriseren is,het gebruik van de Chi-kwadraat statistiek. Ook
wordt de conclusie getrokken dat de in een continu menger steeds optredende
longitudinale menging goed kan worden bestudeerd door de spreiding in de
verblijfsduur van de materialen te bepalen.
Aangezien over continue menging nog zo weinig bekend is, werd besloten
te beginnen met een studie van het eenvoudigste geval, nl. van menging van
uniforme deeltjes met dezelfde eigenschappen. Het accent van het onderzoek
kwam daardoor te liggen op de eigenschappen van de mengapparatuur.
Daartoe werden twee gebruikelijke typen van mengers in het onderzoek betrokken.
In hoofdstuk 3 worden de experimenten met een semitechnische "SPAANS"
menger beschreven. Deze brengt menging teweeg langs mechanische weg met
behulp van een transportschroef waar omheen zich een schroeflint bevindt, dat
het materiaal verplaatst in een richting tegengesteld aan de transportrichting
van de schroef. In deze menger werd het verloop van de menging in de lengterichtingvanhet apparaat bestudeerd als functie van het aantal omwentelingen
van de combinatie schroef/lint; daarbij werden twee verschillende constructies
gebruikt. De resultaten werden weergegeven in de vorm van grafieken met Chikwadraat als functie van de lengte van het apparaat. Geconstateerd werd dat
de menging snel plaats vindt, doch onregelmatig verloopt. De graad van menging als functie van de lengte kon niet in een vergelijking worden uitgedrukt.
Demengsnelheid komt alleen tot uitdrukking in de lengte die benodigd is om
een volledige menging te bereiken. Hogere toerentallen verkorten de benodigde
lengte. Het ontwerp van de combinatie schroef/lint bleek een grote invloed te
hebben op de werking.
Voorts werd de spreiding in de verblijfsduur gemeten;in deze menger bleek
de spreiding aanzienlijk te zijn. Geconcludeerd werd dat voor het verkrijgen
van een goed resultaat de menging loodrecht op de transportrichting belangrijker is dan de longitudinale menging.
Hoofdstuk 4 geeft een overzicht van experimenten verricht met een eenvoudige roterende, enigszins hellend opgestelde, cylinder. Het mechanisme van
menging in dit apparaat is geheel verschillend van dat in de eerder beschreven
menger. Terwijl in de "SPAANS"-menger een soort van "gedwongen convectie"
tot stand wordt gebracht langsmechanische weg,treedt in de roterende cylinder
meer een "natuurlijke convectie" in combinatie met "diffusie" op, veroorzaakt
door mee omhoog nemen van het materiaal tengevolge van wrijving langs de
wand gevolgd door stroming over het onder de storthoek staande oppervlak.
De menging geschiedt in deze cylinder zeer geleidelijk. In verband met het
mechanisme werden de onderzoekresultaten in dit geval verwerkt in analogie
met concentratievereffening door diffusie. Daartoe werden grafieken gemaakt
met AC/AC0 als functie van de lengte van de menger. Getracht werd een
nauwkeurige vergelijking voor het verloop van de menging op te stellen; dit
bleek niet mogelijk. Daarom werd van een eenvoudige vergelijking gebruik
gemaakt om de mengsnelheid onder verschillende bedrijfsomstandigheden te
vergelijken.
Onderzocht werd de invloed van het aantal omwentelingen, de ruwheid van
de wand van de cylinder, de toevoersnelheid en de verhouding tussen de hoeveelheden materialen. De mengsnelheid bleek groter te worden door verhoging van het toerental, vergroting van de wandruwheid en vermindering van
de toevoersnelheid. Echter werden geen optimale bedrijfsomstandigheden
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waargenomen, wel zijn er grenzen waarbinnen demenging goed verloopt.
Voortswerdgeeninvloedvandemengverhoudingvandematerialen gevonden.
Ook bij dezemenger werddelongitudinale mengingbestudeerd;dezebleek,
althans bijdeonderzochte hellingshoek, zeer beperkt tezijn.
Ten slotte worden de resultaten inhoofdstuk 5inbeschouwing genomen,
waarbij inhetbijzonder opdemechanismen vandemenging wordt ingegaan.
Gewaarschuwd wordt tegen generaliseren vanderesultaten. Enkele opmerkingen over depraktische uitvoering vandecontinue menging vanvaste stoffen
worden gemaakt.
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PLATE 1. The two types of mixing element used in the experiments. The difference between
the pitch lengths can beclearly seen.

PLATE 2. Part of the "SPAANS" mixer and the feed assembly. It can be seen that most of the
material lies on one side of the axis of the mixing element and acquires a wavy
surface. The sampling guide is also seen in its sampling position.
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PLATE 3. Experimental rotary cylinder mixer. The indicated numbers refer to the different
parts described in the text.
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PLATE 4. Upper picture shows the normal cascading surface of the particles. Lower picture
shows surface of the accumulated layer when the operating conditions of the mixer
prevent the cascading motion of the particles from taking place.

